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Dean of Studen ts Gregg
· · By Brian Couturier
With a UNH Judicia l Board Sanbor n filed the inciden t
hearing that may decide the report against _the fraterni ty,
fate of Kappa Sigma Fratern ity someth ing he said "I don't
still pending , questio ns ·are usually do."
Sanbor n. in explain ing his being raised about the unusua l
, circum stances of the case by action . said," There are
occ'assions wnere occurre nces,
several anonvm ous sources
The upcon;i ng hearing is ·the o_nce identifi ed, should be dealt
result of a Kappa Sigma happy · with. l, as \;Veil as anyone . can
hour on March 23rd. The file an inciden t report. "
Several unnan.1ed sources are _
party. which occurre d on the
Friday after spring break. was quest ionnin g Sanbo rn's
one of the several fraterni ty imparti ality in the case.
Sa n b o rn, b ~,- fi Ii n g the
happy -hour s held that
inciden t re-port himself . is 1
afterno on.
subject to a conflic t of interest ,
"Due to our locatio n we feel
we're more intbe spotlig h(than they said.
This alleged conflic t of
other fraterni ties." said Kappa .
1interest stems from the fact that,
Sigma Preside nt Bill Moisan .
the UN H Judicia l Board's
admini strative advisor is also,
the Assoc iate Dean of.
Studen ts, Bill Kidder.
"I don't see it as a violatio n," .
Sanbo rn. "If the case is
appeale d. when I'm involved,,
then the Preside nt (of UNH)
would become involved.-"
Sanbo rn.in referen ce to the .
By Ken Fish
AUN H student and anothe r allegati ons. also said, •-r11 stand.
man were arreste·d on drug INCID ENT,
page 8
charges last Thursd ay night at
the UN H Field House.
UN H freshmcJ.n Johnat hon
D. Hart. 19, from Darien,
Connec ticut. was charged by
UN H Public Safety of selling a
C()ntrolled drug. Ha~·t was
released on $5000 persona l
recogni zance bail.
Daniel S. Gibbon s. · 18, .of
Dublin . New Hamps hire. was
arrested for possess ion of a
contro lled d 'r ug. He was
released on $500 - persona l
recogni zance . bail.
Accord ing to the UN H N_ews
Bureau . the UNH Public
Safety officers were "in the
right place at the right time,"t o
sec the transac tion take place at
_8 p.rn., just before th~ Elvis
-Costel lo concert inside the
Field House.
.
__ "lL ( the _· tra nsactio nj w~~
GREG G SANBORN
DRUG S, page 9
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Finally a day of true spring weather came to Durham yesterday
·a nd much of the student body took ··
advant age of_ t~e sunshin e like these folk~ in front of Ham-S mith.(S
cott Young photo)

Sp or tsw om en su ffe r de fic ien cy
By Lisa Prevost
field hockey players in 1979. ,; betwe en . low iron and
The rush of women into The five year study produc ed : decreas ed perform ance in the
compet itive sports over the last . the first long-te rm data ever lab." Smith said .
Athleti c perform ance. 1 was
decade has booste d their taken on women athI·etes and
measur ed by Bob Kertz.er.
athletic abilitv, but it mav also iron levels. Diehl said.
have drained J their iron ;tores
She cornple ted the thesis in , UN H associa te profess or ·of
1982, but continu ed collecti ng physica l educat ion · th'roug h
to dangero usly low levels.
oxygen uptake and endura nce
Rc·searc h conduc ted bv Dr data with Smith.
Doro.thv DiehL head .,field
."It was clear we had hit on an · time testing .
· hockey · coach at Plymou th a re a which is _ st i 11 very
Because animal studies have
StaJe Coll.ege. and Profess or researc hable. " said Diehl, a shown that anaerob ic capacit y,
or the abilit)I to go further when
Samue l Smith of the UN H coach for 12 ,1ears .
animal science depart ment. - Accord ing., to Smith, who out of breath. is hurt by
conclu ded that strenu ous aided in the laborat ory work anemia . the researc he.rs are
exercis e involvi ng runnin g . for the studv. two-thi rds of the , testing for this possib-i.lity. They
deplete s iron stores in females. ·wome~- sho~cd a fall in their measur ed lactic acid levels in
While workin g on her PhD iron rese-rves during the course the blood of their subject s for
thesis. biehl began stud~y ing of the study to the cr_itical leyel the past two years to determ ine
anaCTobi·c capacit y.
iron levels in 50 PSC women - of borderl ine anemia .
_-Lactat e, produc ed during
The iron level require d b~1 the
Red Cross for females to strenuo us-exer cise. is general ly
donate blood is 12 grams per oxidize d during the bod{s
100 liters · of blood. A 1:ecov er) pe~iod . But if
·hemog lobin level of 7 grams or IRON, pa2e 12 .
- less -is consid ered anemic .
evidenced b~· palenes s, fatigue,
and a desire to sleep all -the
time.
"The problem is we can't
make a nice tight correla tion

·im pr ov e
•
iro
n
int ak-e

By Lisa Prevos t
Accord ing to Carol Course r.
nutritio n speciali st for the ·
UN H extensi on office, women
betwee n the ·ages of 15 and 50
do not get enough iron in their
diets. She offers these tips for ·
maxim um iron absorp t ion
from food:
•Includ e red meat. liver. rish,
enriche d cereals, dried beans
and dark greens in \'Our diet.
•l n co~1bin ation "with iron~
rich foods. c~it foods ri.ch in
Vitami n C · which enhances
iron absorp tion.
· •A\oi.d l'oods\ \-hichin tcrfcrc
with absorp tin·n. includi ng tea,
coffee, and anythin g contain.:. _
ing the food additiv e EDTA.
· •Prepar e· meals in cast i'ron
cookwa re.

Stu de nt
-. na bb ed . in
dr ug de al

Me asl es da ng er ou s
if ·sh ot·be for e. ·'b4

PROF. SAM SMITH

By Michel le Evans . ·
Patters on sa1d. - -- ·
A measles ·ep idemic has hit
Althou gh most states,
-Dartm outh · c.ol°le gc in includi ng New Hamps hire,.
Hanov er, New Hamps hire, require immun ization before
with the possibi lity of travelli ng kinder g c\ rte n .. Patter son
to UN H, sa id Dr. Peter explain ed that ·before I 964.
a.
Patters on, directo r , of UN H -"killed virus" was used for
Health Service s.
·
. vaccina tions. Th.is killed virus
Ten cases of measles arc is no longer used. as it was not
c u r r c n t I ~, re p o r t e d · ~l t effective.
Dai•tm outh. Patters on said.
"They also immun ized ·a lot
enoug h to consid ei: the of childre n _under one (at that
outbr;a k an cpiden1_ic.
t ime ) ." P atters on said.
" W ith the mobiie popula tion Childre n <.Jf that ~1ge are still
we have. someon e from there protect ed lw their mother s·
will come down. or someon e a ntibodi es. a nd the immun izafrorn - here \\. ill g~) u.r." ti on ma\ not have taken, he
sa id.
·
·
Patters on said.
Childre
n immuni zed ·before
People betwee n the ages of
18 and 27 arc the only segmen t l964 maj also have been ;
of the U.S. popula tion still MEAS LES, page II
suscep tible to measle s,
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Elvis Costello in the jlel,d
house last Thursday. See the 1
review page 17. ·
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!B rothers
celebrate'.

60th ,-By Rae Ann Hoyt
The" didn't serve cake.
Thur-s day · night _ at. Alpha
Gamma Rho's 60th anniver- ·
sary, but that did't stop more
than 100 brothers, alumni and
. their wives from an oldfashioned celebration.
Alpha Gamma Rho . is
UN H's only social-professionaL
· fraternity with all its brothers -·'
members of either the college of ,
Life Science and Agricultrue of
· the Thompson School of
Appli e d

Science.

By Rae Ann Hoyt

The

- organization started at UN Has
local fraternity Beta Sigma
Alpha, and became a chapter of ·
the national Alpha Gamma
Rho in 1924. Charter Alumni
were present at Thursda~1 ·s
celebration as well as more
rec·e ntly graduated brothers . .
Young or old, the~.' expressed a
belief in agriculture as a viable ·
career, and a love for their
brotherhood.
_
"As a group we're often
looked down on as dumb
farmers," said brother Mark
J a me s, - a n o cc u pa t i o n a ·1
education major.
"People sing'Green Acres'to
us
our lawn, or call us Alpha
Grabba Hoe, but we're more
than dumb farmers," James
__,sc:ij_d. ""yve ha-ve pre-vet _m ajor~_,

The living room in Alpha Gamma Rho -fraternity · that was dedicated ·Thursday night to ~~
chapter's foun~ers.(Scott Young photo) ·
forestr~' majo.rs, bio-chern group's charter was displayed · or new farming techni4ues, and
majors, .plus all the people irom on the fire place mantle, next to memor ies of brothers 11<) longer
the Thompson School."
a picture of 'the original house, alive was overheard. ·UN H
professors Thornas Fairchild
There was a sense of which burned in 1972.
·
tradition at Alpha Gamma
A photo - of the first 26 · and .Winthrop Skoglund spoke
Rho Thursday, with a welcome brothers was propped next to with students.
"Many of the facult~{ here arc
sign on the lawn proclaimi~g tbe composite pictures of the
the 60th anniversary, while current members. · Of th{'. - alumni of - Alpha Gamma
fraternity flags flew from the 01' iginal founders, 12 are st1ll Rho," said Jamcs,"and this not
porch. The living room was living, and one, Eliot Stevens, only helps us with oUI: n~ajors,
but gives us contacts m the
dedicated · that night to the attended the celebration.
field ."
group's founders with wall '
Downstairs, current
Gary Smart,a 1983 graduate
plaques bearing the names -of- brothers served appetizers to
pledges long graduated. Sports ·the alumni . Old photo albums who now teaches in Dover said
trophies commemoratjng old · on the bar generated" Do-you·- · the faculr~· visibi lity and help at
victories dee.orated the remember-the -time" gossip . Alpha Gamnia Rho is
television
Discussions o_n current house important to the fraternit~,
__
A water-stained copy of the activites, debates on the mecits continued success.
_ANNIVERSARY, pa;~ 10 ,
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Britian severs ties with
Libya

.!

Angolan rebels .claim
bombing -responsibility

I

An Angolan rebel group,' U nita, claimed
'responsibility for the bombing of a m\Iitary
barracks in central Angola Sunday, and said the
·blast killed more . than 200 people. U nita said that
two Soviet colonels and 37 Cuban officers were
- ·among the dead. Unita, which is opposed to
· Angola's Marxist~Leninist government, -made the
; statements in Paris, adding that the bombing was·
the start .of ··a new campaign of urban terror."

NAT_IO-liAL.

Reagan .c~lls US-China
friendship vital

UNH building to he dedicated

A University System of New Hampshire central
office building will be dedi_c ated to Norm-a n W .
Myers, a retired USNH - vice-president and
treasurer in a May 9 ceremony. ThebuiJding, which
is located in Lee next to the Philip Dunlap Center,
_will oe named the Norman W . Myers Financial
Center: Myers was instrumental in arranging and
purchasing the land and the building in 1974, when
it was decided that the central system offices should
move from UN H t-o Lee.

Take hack the night
rally

The fourth annual 'Take Back th-e Night" _rally
will be held Thursda)', April 26, at 6:30 p.m.
starting on the East-Wests Lawn of the Memo_rial
Union Building. The event, wh.ich ·protests the fear
that women feel _about walking in the night and
Acid _rain is spreading into Southeastern and - violence
against women, features a march around .
Western states and must be considered a national
campus with stops at the sites of known attacks
probl~m rather , than just a regiona!- threat to. the against w·o men.
The program also in~ludes a self. Northeast and Great Lakes, accordmg to ·a report
defense workshop Thursday at 1-2 :30 m the Senate
• , realeased yesterday by the . national Wildlife
Roori1 of the MU Band a film on the rape culture in
' , Federation. M~asurements of increased acidity ,
Murkland 207. · Last year's really was attended by
: : have been taken from Florida to California ,
175 people , _according to Dorsett , McRa~ of the
·· threatening aquatic life, forests__, and vegetation, the
Women's Commission.
·
· · - ·
· report states. Acid rain is attributed to _ sulfur
· dioxide emissions from smokestacks and mtrogen
· oxide form motor vehicle exhaust, mixing with
Next. Spring, the Engl_ish Department at UNH _m~i sture in the air and falling as rain-or snow .
· ·will· introduce a course in newspaper editing: _·

Acid rain natio·n al
. pro~lem · - _

_New editing cour~e·_-

,i

....

1

· - President Ronald Reagan, who in 1979 referred
Great Britian officially broke diplomatic
to the normalization of diplomatic relations wi~h
relation_s with Libya Sunday, five days after a
China · as a "betraval of the 17 million Chinese m
, policewoman aJ?-~ 11 Liby~n demonstrntors_ we're · Taiwan" said Su~day US -Chinese friendship "\s
killed by machme-gun fire from _the Libyan_ vital to the cause of world -peace ." Reagan, 1s
embassy -in London . British Home Secretary Leon
travelling to China, where he will arrive Thursday,
· ,Brittan said those inside the embassy, surrounded
and made the statement in Honolulu . · Reagan
· by police since the shootings Tuesday morning: had
called his 23,000 mile round trip to China a "long
· seven da"s to leave the building and the country journey for peace."
·
• under diplomatic immunity. Brittan said British ' i diplomats in Libya would leave in those seven days LOCAL
: and expected the government of Col. Moammar
i Khadafy to be responsible for the safety ofthe800Q
: British nationals.

.1 ·

. .
The ·biological sciences will , ·
be to the l 980's what the silicon .
computer chip was to the 70's
said State Commissioner of
Agriculture Stevei:i Taylor, a
guest speaker at Alpha Gamma
Rho's60th Anniversary Dinner .
la-st Thursday.
"We're seeing all _kinds of
breakthroughs in · ge~etic
engineering, disease research,
and cellular technolog~1 . "
Tavlor said . "Biotechnology is
g o ing to be a big field." _
Taylor, a UN H alumnus, has
been· the New Hampshire
Con;missioner of Agriculture
for 15 months.
·
Taylor said the state needs to
raise its level of awareness
about the forestry and
agricultural industries, since
· these two areas are the third
biggest contributers to the state
economy.
"We've neglected the idea of
.
promotion, of selling and
. marketing our products," he
said. "We've got to develop the
potential we have."
"If vou were to ask NH
school., students to draw an
apple they used to draw a
round -shaped apple, the native
Ma~_l_nto~_h:_ Now the,y draw a
}'AY_LOR, page _2_L

according to Andrew Merton, director .of the
journalism program . The course will be taught as a
special section of English 622. English 621, the basic .
newswriting course, is a prerequisite for 622 so
interested students should preregister for 621 for
the fall ·semester.
---

Lecture on chem,i cal
dependancy
Dr. Stanley J. Evans, one of New England's
foremost authorities on the prevention and
treatment of alcohol and drug problems, will
· present seminars on April from 9:30- 11 :00 and
12:30-2:00 in the Memorial Union Building, and
2:30-4:00 at Oyster · River High School.. The seminars are sponsored by' the UN H Alcohol
Advisory Committee, In-Service Training Office
and Oyster River High School.

Women's Studies lectu'r e
Susan Armitage, Director of Women's ~tudies
· ahd Associate Professor of History at Washington
State University will present a lecture entitled The
Next Step: Methodology in Women's Oral Histsory
on Wednesda)', April 25, 4:30-6:00, in Room 127 of
Hamilton-Smith Ha-11. The lecture is sponsored by the Qe?n of Students Office and the Humanities
Program.
--

o ·' Amours. neck and neck
with Humphrey
Congressman Norman D'Am0t:1rs is running
"neck and ·neck" with Gordon Humphrey in the
U .S. Senate race, ·according to a WMURTV / UN H poll. The poll also shows thatD'Amours
enjoys the highes.t overall rating ~f any membe~ of
the New Hampshire Congressional delegation
amongst their constituents'.

WEATHER
Today rain, with _ highs 40-45._ Rain ending
Wednesday; fair Thursday, cloudmg up Friday
with a chance of rain.
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theH,first
Chater,
Dr. Shirely.
.: finalist
i.s
to UN
to come
concluding her visit today and
will · address students , at 2:00

•- - ··

-- -

Before joining Old Westbury .
· A sec_ond_ UN_H pre~19~nt1al Dr. Todd was vice president at
· search fmahst will be v1-s1t1g the the Rochester Institute of
campus to meet with fac~lty ~, Technology, from 1970-73.
. staff and students on Apnl 26 During his stay there he
developed ·a 10 year plan for the
.
.
· and 27 •
Dr. Edward Todd, executive Institute's academic and
' director ·of · the <;enter for : _financial growth. He also
Management Studies at the - established a new school of
State University of New York engineering technoiogy, as well
College at Old Westbury, Long as a computer and information
Isfa·nd, i!;. the second finalist to service.
visit the campus.

;,

.

Dr. Todd currently is
tea c h i n g. a n d c o n d u ct i n g
research on the economic and .
engin~ering aspects of
automation and robotics .
The third finalist, UNH
Interim President Dr. Gordon ·
Haaland~ will be meeting .with
student~, faculty and staff next
Monday and Tuesda~', and the
George
· fourth finalist Dr.
Frederickson will visit the
campus on May 3 and 4.

H:

Pla' n S· re.vi· e~•Te_d·. :, .fo'··r ','_.
· a1· Il, Street',' r.e ma·ke :_
M
_

_

't''t'

-

;:.

· · --· -- .

- --·· ---

'

; this afternoon in the Forum ,
' Room of the Library.
Restauiaritn1ay be ·moved to
· . Dr. Todd will meet with ', the -i:,·ont of· Het7.el Hnll .
Soule
·
sm d ems F n·ct ay f rom 2 -3 p.m. · BypHank
GeoTge Pellettieri, . of
re 1imtnary plans for ·
in the HiUsborough / Sullivan
remodeling Main st reet in Pellettie-ri Associates. the firm
Room of the MU B.
The faculty wiil get a chance · front of HuddleS t on, Fairchild. commissi_oned to draw up the
and Hetzel , Halls have been desi'gns.=- emphasized that the
d
Th
t T Odd
. t0
·
urs ay completed and will soon be'
on
mee
plan is still in the conceptual
· from 2-4 in the 1925 room of
__,
reviewed by several student and stage at this . p·o int.
. the Alumni Center.
He said that the construction ~
Todd will be · in the New adminiS t ration committees.
The renovations · would
could take anywhere from six
England Center Friday . include:
mo_nths to - five years,
morning- speakin-g to the PAT
depending on the available
Staff from 9: 15-10: 15, and · •new lighting
•landscaping
'funding. Pellettieri . said that.
Operating Staff members from ·
sources offunding.had .,vet to be .
•improved drainage
·
' 10:30-11 :30.
I
•biC')'cle storage racks
Mark Nizer, winner of the American Collegiate . Talent
identifi-ed·. but that the cost '
Todd . is a professor of •ben.ches
Showcase. ·
could run to "several hundred
business economics . and ; ,wider sidewalks ,
executive director of Old •improved access tc) Huddle- thousand dollars, depending
on detailed design .decisions."
Westbur-y's . Cen_ter for
st0 n Dining Hall
Pellettieri was a landscape
· Management Studies.
· •a three foot concrete wall
He has a masters in English · separating Main Street and ,the · designer at UN H from 19.76
through · 1980 before forming
from Harvard, and a doctor of:. sidewalk.
his own company.
phifosophy degree in · labor
·
·
· Additionall'J', the. Karivan- ·
Pa tnck M tiler. executive
economics from the University
·
- · S erv1ces.
F.
t
d.
Young's_
from
across
p
sto_
_bus
.
Ch
.
1rec or o 1 ac1-11t1es
_
~f __ 1cag?'.
of ,
knows
he
that.al-though
said
/
·By Edmund Mander
Mark N izer:s victor~, at the · uni·versity studies provided me
no available funding, he hopes .
that alumni groups and ·other
198 2 American Collegiate with a fall-back ," said N izer.
. outs.ide of the
sources
Talent Showfase, organized b~, However, Nizer claims that his
helped•
have
studies
psychology
the University of New Mexico,
~~~~i:I.!:~:il~~e~~t:/f~i:I~~ :
_,d.·.-.·
,:tg·
, netted a $3000, performiBg arts him understand his audiences.
· said "'Eve_!l if -we cotil-dn'-t- get ·
•
- ,.
Nizer, who lives in San
· scholarship for UNH.
. Rici< ·a.wens. director of ,; funding. we'd do the thi'ng as a '
N izer. a j uggler. also received -" Diego . is preparing for a cruise 'By Dan Landrigan
long-range project and peck ,
UN H seniors will have access , : Alumni Affairs, said he. and
-in Mav. His other commita,$3000 ca~h prize.
David Carroll of CPP decided away at it over the years.
Nize-r graduated in May ments -for the coming year to · nc-wly re.d esigned career
According to Pellettieri"c. one
. 19~3 . Although a ps)'Cholog~' ·include a· juggling champion- network by May I and-- the to open the s~1stem to seniors
major. he turned a juggling ; ship in Las Vegas , regular service will be ·available to alh first to "g'ive them acess to the of the main reasons for the
hobby into a profession . The appearances in a San Diego UN H students and alumni on 7 · program without competition renovations is the danger po_sed .
from, others on _campus who by .students ••j,-walking" across
· New_ Mexico talent contest night club, and various shows June I .
The alumni caree,r network is can use the network over the Main Street. Through the
attracted 500 entrants, and was - elsewhere.
planting of shade trees _ and
According to Ann Cochran, a program jointly designed by summer or nex·t year."
judged b~, _top celebrities. Bob
Hope presented Nizer with the assistant director of student the Alumni Affairs Office and · A student wishing to use the shrubs. along with clearly ·
activities. whose office will the Career Planning and ·network just g9 to the· CPP or defined crosswalks. the
first prize.
University hopes to encourage_•
the Alumni Center and fill out a
::.
Since the contest. N izer's handle the new scholarship. it Placement Office-.
students to cross --the road at '
The network provides short form .
career has blossomed, and he · hasn't been decided how the
three controlled access points.
The request will-be fed into a
' has performed alongside major money will be spent . Cochran students with the. names of
··1t will be a matter of altering
personalities such as Dinah said her _assumpti-on is that the. · UN H alumni working in their compter which prints out the
Shore and Christopher Cross. • \mo~ey will be spent on __various chosen profession so they can _names .and addresses of two peoples' . habit_s a little.•:
. Pellettieri said.
"I alwa~1s wanted to make projects connected with the find out what a specific job · '
NETWORK, page 13
·
, entails.
. juggling my career, but my performin_g arts .
J

""

Juggler sUags $ for
UNH in talent _t_est ·

r_-e: ·..·e·r~
' ._
:Ne-two·r·.k 'na1· 1-s,.· ca
,cOntactS for. ,..·_._ .~.r.-a,· is·;. _,_- _;
C

a

.~Goon squad' grabs
_G19eeks for! charity;
By Michelle Evans

was bes·t tor them. to.make sure~- ~
Lambda Chi . Alpha frat-- I I wasn 't ·c atching them on the .
,;
· ernity successfully . pulled off · way to class." Perr~/ s~id .
its third annual · "Kidnapped
Presidents f.9r Charity" last . · Brothers (hen· dressed as •
Wednesd~y .
terrorists, went to the various
, houses. and "captured" · the
__presidents, P~r~y said.
B_rothers from the fraternit~ 1 ·
. kidnapped the president from .
The ··ran~on1;, was a bag of :
. each Greek house on campus
: except Alpha Zeta as well as . canned goods. The ·groceries ·
Associate Dean of Students were collected and taken to St. :
represent- Thonias· -. More Church in. :
· William Kidder,
ative _of the administration. Durham, which will distribute ·
according io Lambda Chi them to needy families and ~ 1
soup kitchens in the Seacoast
.- President Brian Perr)'.
area .

a

All _ of ~he presidents were
_T~e 'liit_ squad' from Lambda Chi Alpha fraternitf'abd~cted' Asso~ite D~an ~f Students-Bill. ' . ··1 called UJ? each president.
and a representative of the released. unharmed, by 5:30 .
K1~derlastweektoraisecannedgoodsintheirannual"K.idnappingthepresidentsforcharity".(Jim
University, to find a tim~ that. tha! afte rnoon.
.:,
·
MIiiard hoto)

1·

I

/
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.SECRETAR'V
\J\pplications .:;~re ·now bei_ng
.:-:C;l'cceffled :·tor the Studen.t/,Activity '

Ratings for . Prof performan ~~
By Hank SouJe -• .

by Institutional Research a·nd ' 1~equired to participate in
copies arc returned . to the research and public services .
department s- alQng with · Sproul said that teaching and
0
research hold equal importance
·
student comments.
Computer copies of the ~hile public servict i,s of lesser
·
results are available to students importance.
, Based" on s,pri ng, 1983
at the Special Collecti-ons desk
evaluations, Professor Sam
according to John Kraus, : in Dimond Library.
· director of Institutional
-According to Mott, student Smith of the Animal Sciences ·
Research .
~valuations of their professors . department · was rated as
The office of Institutional are "very important, and they among the very best of UN H
Research at UN H adm'inisters alwa,ts have been." Mott said
professors. In his '"Animal's,
the evaluations in addition to the .,evaluations are reviewed - Food, and Man" course, 80
other student questionnaires, each year by a departmental , pe_rcent ?f responding ~tudents
ma r k e t in g a n a I >'' s e s . a n d committee and are included in said Smith was one o1 the top
various University - related the departmental evaluation of professors they had had at
; studies. They use a standard each instructor. UNH, and another · 15 percent
Dean Otis ·sproul of the rated him as --~bove average."
eva Iua t i6n based on one used in
s evena 1 ;- at her e d u c :.i ti c, n a I
When :-isk_ed tor a response_ to
College of Engineering a nd
institutions, but departments
Physica·1 Sciences said that the evaluation _rnsults, Smith
within the U niversit~, are free to eva I ua ti on s a re reviewed laughed and said "I try to do
forhrnlate their own question- careful!~' in reviewing a faculty · my best, al~ho~gh there is
naires, according to Kraus.
member's · teaching perfor- always room tor improvement,
· The Board of Trustees
mance. He also said that, at a of course. I'm glad it ( the
requires some type of land -grant instituticjn such as . material) comes <1cross and the
evaluation for all faculty, . UN H, facultv members arc also students enjoy it."
.
. - -- ---- -·-a, :. -- .:
.)
according to Dean of Health · . .
Studies Basil Mott . ·

stu~~~~r~;~a~~aii~~~la~/~~~t;

a~ti~;~

-·Fe:e ;~ eo ~ rl Ci j -. S,eci~f~i-:Yi<~--,tt h 8 _ i~~t~~~~i1~1~ 1\1:~d
·,, , Pc,s it ion will. start ..this ,~ertlester . ·· \te;••;~: ~:!t1~en sn;;~~~ ~tt~ •
· continue Jhro:~Q-,h___,nextYear.
.,·-•_nd_
,a
.,_
_.
.__ ._ ·_ -5-~10 hours per week .. _,_·_n,vpJng-'JHi_ng, 'm_fnut,e_._-ta,k_ing . .
. '. ·_,_.
$3.50 per hour
Flexible hours
·· ·· ·

,-,:,· 'f

· · · -

·

A_pplic.ations av_ai_la.ble in Rm.. 1.·_45.. •_or 13.0 -. -of the -MUB. D~adlin~:;April 27 ---■---.-~
i~.~~~~~:
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NEED A PAIR OF
SNEAKERS?·

uTeh~ t 1:a~u:1i~~\ ac~r~an~

q

The championB of the rope in the cBAEIEAcBTEQ
cBEAL6 Tu0 -of-War will each recieve a pair o!Nike _
j;neakercSI 00 e nter a -team today., teamcB, that
donate $20 (in addition to the $15 entry fee)
ore April. 24 will0. et a t-cShirt for each member.
be!
I .

d ·,
t f
S _0 r _gra . S
·Gran
• · •• s
:to favor m1nor1t1-e

p r o fess o r's p rep a r a t i o n , ·
accessibility, grading policies,
present~tion of material, and .general knowledge of his By Edmund Mand.er
subject. Additionally, there is a
The UNH Graduate and
23rd question asking for the Professional Opportunities
student's overall impression of Program has reeeive·d a US
the instructor in conwarison to Department . of Education
others at UN H -.
grant of $46,000.
Kraus said that Institutional ~ According to Dean Drew,
Research sends out the associate dean of the Graduate
evaluations, which are. School, only women and ethnic
administered by the various- . minorities are el~gib}e to ap.piy
departments and returned by for the -grant, which 1s des1gnea
someone other than the facult~! to help groups which are
member being evaluated . .
under-rep-resented in certain
The forms are then processed areas -of g_raduate · study and
-~
,-

,vocation.
The money will provide tor
four fellowships in engineering
programs, and two in the
Master of Business Adniinis t ration Program. E_ach
student will receive $4500, and
the rest of the money will go
towards other educational
costs in the pr.~gr~111s,. _
The award will cover the
period between September
19~4 and A~gust 1985.

___________________....__..,____________________,

PREVENTING CHEMICA_L
DEPENDENCY_AND PROBLEMS
a dialogue with

STANLEY

Take Back the Night

J. EVANS, M.D., P.A.

Director 9f ·cherr,Jical Dependency Services for Eastern Maine Medical
Center.

ASSISTING EMPLOYEES WITH
ALCOHOL -PROBLEMS
9:30-11 :00 am
MUS Carroll 'Room

.

REACHING ·ALCOHOL
TROUBLED PEOPLE·
12:3p__--_2:0Q_pm
A Program for Helping Professionals
,.. MUB-CarrollRoom . '
-~ · ~ w P ' l ~ " - . # 1 - . b i ~ l # t ~ l # , , ~ i q t , . I Q ' t ' I Q l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ' Q ' M # t '

HELPING -DRUG AND -,"
ALCOHOL TROUJ;J;LED r
-ADOLESCENTS·
"~

~

~

2:30 . . 4:oo pm
Oyster River High Scl).ool, Durham NH .
·--·

,

_A program to heighten women's &
men's awareness of the problems
. of 'violence and sexual harassmenf -·against women

-

Open to the UNH community.
· For more information or registration, contact Steven W.
-Dielman, Health Education Center, Heal,th Services: Hood
No charge for
House, UNH, or call 603.-:862-3823.
attending .

Thursday, Aprif26 -~
Workshops; April 26, 12:30-2:00

• SELF DEFENSE forWOMEN :
Senate Rm. MUB

• RAPE CULTURE:

A film

207 Murkland Hall

6:'30i,m-Program

East-Westla~·n MUB

I

Presented by
UNH ALCOHOL ADVISORY C_OMMITTEE and USNH
. IN-SERVICE TRAINING .

Date. in case of downpour:Moy 1 ,
Women, Men &,Children Welcome
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Millard named as new Chief
TlJESDAY, April 24
In the Graphics department,
will gritduatc in May . Michelle
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "Deyelopmental :
Stephanie Penasack was
Evans a·nd Dan Landrigan
Issues OD Adolescent Fenrnles." A presentation by Karen Edwards .
major, has been chosen as the
replace outgoing News· Editors
cho~l}_ _<:!_s _Granhj( , M~?_gt;_!·.
Hillsborough / Su ll ivan Rooni, Me'm orial Union, 12:30-2 p.n1 .
new Editor- in- Chief of The
··she assumes the position
John Gold and Lisa Prevost;
DANC_E · DRAMA: "Dreamscapes . " A sentor project
New Hampshir_e, UN H's semi - Maureen O'Neil bcc.omes . v~f.t:!!~9 !?Y Amy _RuQ_i_ri,_ r. ____ . choreogra'phed by Catherine -Anesdcn . Newma-n Studio, New
Hampshire HalL 7: 30 p. m.
weeklv student newspaper.
·
Features Editor, and Steve
Je,ffre~1 -James and William
BLACK RAIN PREY.JEW : World premiere of a new play by David·
Millard, 23, was e lected after
Langevin ta~es . over the
Sm.ith were chosen as Forum
J. Magidson, directed by John Edwards. John~on Theatre, -Paul
serv ing as Photo Editor for the · position of Sports Editor.
Editors. ·T he~-' replace Brian ·
Arts, 8 p.n1. $1.
newspaper for more than a
Willian;--Pd~h-~r ;~;umcs the
Couturier al'ld Jeffrey Wescott. : . WEQNESDAY, April 25
):ear. He replaces outgoing
LACROSSE: Women vs. Rhode Islam!- Memoria l Field, 3:30 p.m.
position of Business Manager ,
editor Maggie McKowen .
SPECIAL OLYMPICS SEEKS ,VOLUNTEERS : Meeting for .
taking over from J~~ E~ans
M ill~rd said he hopes to
A photographer for six
volunteers includes a sign-up sheet and a short movie . For more ,
who served in the pos1t1on tor a
increase the amount of
vears, Millard has · taken
informat ion, contact Donlan at 868 -2515 or Michael McKeough at
year.
Evans
will_
become
an
investigative reporting for The.
pictures for Fo~·!_<!_!_'.\' Dail_!'
862 -2070. Rbori1 104, New Hampshire HalL 6:30 p.m.
advertising associate tor the
New Hampshire, examining ·
Democrat, United P'res.\·
MUSO NEW / OLD ~INEMA: "I Never Sang For ]vty Father,"
issues such as the Barnes and
directed by Cates ( 1970). Room 110 Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission .
Internativnar and the , . paper. .
Noble Boo-kstore, · Facilities
free. ·
.
.
,
Pro,•idence Journal Bulletin~
Mar" Fischer assumes
DANCE DRAMA: "Dreamscapes." A senior project
He has also exhibited work in
Pikhe/s job as Assi°stant · Services and t·he UN H
choreog1aphed by Catherine Anesden . Newman Studio, New
presidential search.
Rhode Island galleries.
. . Business Manager,
H:1mp,;h i re H~dL 7:.'.W p.m.
.
Millard appointed a new
MYTHS, FALLACJ.ES, CONCERNS : Rape and Sexual
·staff of editors for 1'l1e New
Harassment Awareness Workshop. Senate / Merrimack Room,
Hampshire.
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
John Gold will replace Jane
, UPWARD BOUND · FILM: "Mil.es to Go." Strafford Room,•
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. $2 for. students and $3 all othe·rs:
Hoover as managing editor. ,
BLACK RAIN: World - premiere of a new pla:.,' by David J . .
H oovcr, who served in the I
Magidson. Directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
nosition for a >;ear
a. half i
. 8 p .m. General admission $4 . Student, Faculty / Staff, Alumni and
.process.
. I
1
Senior Citi1.eris, $3.
I
THURSDAY; April 26
UnrJerst11nding Wh~i ii resume t~nafld,i,u~idofbr:,yqui; .
,, TAKE BACK THE NIGHT: "Self Defense for Womcn."Learn
, . i$ {JS ldy)(Jrtam
the resume itself.
verbal and physical · wa~/s to control potentiaJly dangerous
~
.?
situations.
Loose clot-hing . is advised. Senate Room, Memorial
. . .
./
.
', _·,_;·
..
..
. .·.·
i:_
' Union, 12:30-2 p.m .
Wp.' write hliium~'s that buikJ'.on
s~rengths ancf . '. INTERDISCIPLINA RY COLLOQUIUM: "Literature and
a~~plishirler,ts. :W,f(ai!,or yo(Jfies(!rneto.mee.t youf '·'
Psychology in the 18th Cehtury." Dr. Ge9rge Rousseau ,
· Department of English, UCLA. 129, 130 Hamilton Smith. 3:30-5 ·
sµ;ecific situation:· ..._ -··
· -: - . ·•'~, ._,__>, - · . · :
. · p.m.
••~\:••{;1"•~:~
. -, • .., ✓ f
SOFTBALL: Women vs . Massachusetts. Field House, 3 p.m. ·
·_We have fifteen yec1rs exp.erience
TAKE BACK THE _NIGHT: Program includes music , a speech,. a .
· play , and a march · through campus . East-West Lawn, \
pr,,icess.· dur resume -wil/:help_:,yqu
, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
·
!
· m-ost important mat,l<t#ir,g effort of yoµr lite: ·. · -:- ,::1 :;
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Time Stands Still" Strafford Room, :
.1
.
····)!'- ::-:'!:,:·. ff;fj~
-(~---\:, ··:, ••f:-~;.-~--- ·.: . ·: : . · _
.
• ' .
.· Memorial Union, 7 ~nd 9:30 p.m. $1.
'
appointment!
:
·, . -.
. . ..
:
.
BLACK RAIN PR_};:VIEW: World premiere of a new play by David
J.Magidson. Direqed by John Edwards . Johnson Theater~ Paui
• Arts, 2 p.m. matinee, 8 p.m. p~rformance. General $4, Students, ·
r I
' Faculty/ Staff, Alumni and Senior Citizens, $3 .
' FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET: Brntton Recital Hall, Paul
17Madbiuy Road. -Sufte .:t}:
Arts, 8 p.m.
·
FRJDA Y, April 27
,
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA: Exo_tic music,' dancing and food
868-1'104 ·
u-n der the Big Top! Smith Hall Lawns. 11 a .m.-5 p.m .
JIM MILLARD
TAKE BACK THE ,NIGHT: "Incest: It's all Relative," a .
-dance / narration by Karen Spitfire. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7
.
p.m.
BLACK RAIN: World premiere of a new play by David J.
Magidson. Directd by Jolin Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 '
I · p.m . Gen.era! $4, Students, Faculty/ Staff, _Alumni· and Senior
,.,;Citizens, $3:
·

By JQhn Gold
J i·m Millard, a junior English

~n_d,
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ACCELERATE
CHALLENGE

;i
YOUR
·DEGREE
·UNIVER SITY SYSTEM
YOUR
OFNH
CURIOSI1Y.

MAKE UP

&
CATCH UP
Summer Courses in:
Manchester & Nashua

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

OFNH Call or write for your copy
of our Summer Course List'
( 401) 277-3800.

· . College of Continuing Education.
University of Rhode ·Island
·
. 199 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908

scHoOLFOR LIFELONG LEAl,INING

• Have time for travel & a summer job
• 4-week, 8-week & 12-week
sessions available
(starting May 21 & June 18th)
• University System credits
are transferrable

Locations: Merrimack Valley College In Manchester
& the Nashua _Adult Leaming Center In Nashua
Want a brochure? Call 668-0700 - Manchester
or 886-3869 - N.ashua
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\flOTICES .
ACAD~MlC

;-,

CONTRACEPTION - CHOICES NOT HOPf.:
Spori·sorcd h.,'' Health Education Center.

-:

SCHOLARSHIP: Financial assistance through
_the David W. Drew Memorial Scholarship is
· available . to a Junior or Senior who wants to
Participate lt1 aua.demicallv- sponsQred coursework
or research in' the field of Marine Biolog~· outside
of New - Hampshire and . it's coastal wa=ters .
Applications, deta ils available in Zoology Office .

,·i· Deadline is Frida.,"-, Ma.,'! 4, 1984 . _
' ATHLETics AND RECREATION. -

.

,,; ULTIMATE FRISBEE tOURNAMENT:
1 Sponsored by Department, of Recrcati<;nai Sports .
Tournament, will be held Saturday, April 28 and
Sunda-y. April '29 . Sepaq1te men's and women's
· divisions. Mandatorytpamrepresentati.vcmeeti'.n g
· on F;:riday, April 27 , Senate Room. - Memori,d
Union, 3 p.m . Five players mi_mimim reeded per
team . ('.;di 862-2031, Re~ : Sports, for more
info1:rnation .

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored_ h~: . Cafrcr
Pbnnine:ind Ph1 ce ment. Onnortuniu: fqrstudcnts
to receive feedback on final draft .resumes on a
· first-come/ first -served basis . Wednesday. April
25, Room 203 Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p.m .
IN.l'ERVIEWER COMMENTS -REVIEW:
Spol)sored b~· Career Planning and Placement.
Students may learn of how they are coming across
during· their on-campus interviews on firstcome / first -served basis. Thursda~;- April 26.
Room 203 H uddlcston . l:30· to 4:30_p,m .

Wo~·kshop _presents· facllns that affect
c<)ntraccpti·on · choice. types· of contraccp_ tion no\\
available and con'lmunication and responsib ility in
·
rcla'ti<.'rnslhps . TucsdaJ·• April 24, 3A Christensen. 8
·
p . in . ,µnd Wedncsda~. Apr il 25. JC Christensen. 9

ktA.·t

MEN- DONT MISS PROGRAMS:
•
Sponsorc_d hy Hc,_tlth Ed ·ucat 1on Cent e r.
-,, Wcdnesdaj. April 25. Alexander. 7 p.m.
ALTERNATI.Yf:: BEVERAG.E S : .Sponsored b>
Health · Education Cente r. Academic Classroom
Presentation:, · Tirnrsday, Apri l 26. Room :2f6.
Hamilton Smi't h. 8 : 10 a .m.
SPRt'NG CHECKUP HEALTH FAIR:
Sp~rnsored by Health Services, Health Education
Center . a,nd Residential Life. Provides
.· <;pportunities for medicaL-str~ss. ~u~io, vis_ual and
podeatrist cxa_ms alo~ ~ with_ 1nl~)rmat1on .o~ ,
alcohol. sexualt.ty and Ille quality. Sunday, Ap1' tl
29 · Hubbard. 7 to 10 p.m. Or,en to all staff and
students .
·

(OMPUTER SERVICES .
- Non-credit cmirscs for a 110mina l fee arc listed - ·
·below . Registration is rcquii-~d. Call 862 -352 7 or
stop by Room _2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-:USN H persoirnel. All coursi:s arc
held in ·s toke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
APPLY ING MU LTl PLAN L2 : Two-session
course demcinstrates. for the M ultiPlan user. how
to implement sophisticated app'lications using this
. popular sprcad;,;heet program. Non-traditional
uses for spreadsheets will be covered as well as the
mechanics of hmv data can be ti·ansfcred from the
DECsysteri1-IO for use by MultiPlan-. Attendance
is limited to USN H pi:rsonncl only. Prerequisite is
at . least limited experience ·using M ultiPlan .
Wednesday, April 25 and Thursday, April 26 from
2 to 4 p.m. .
.
MICROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES :
Monthly Scmi_nars focus on various aspects of
· - microcomputers for beginners. Although gene rat
· in nature. the seminars are designed to lay a
'foundation for later ,courses for specific hardware
·.and software. Topic for April -is a discussion of
communications. Friday. April 27 from 2 to4 p.m.

ci,UBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Enjoy
great prices on wholegrain< cheeses and -herbs.
Every Tuesday and Thursday, Room 200 ,
Memorial Union, 4 to 6 p.m. Welconies new .
members
. Open through summer with special
1
, membership rates for summer-onl> members.
. TUESDAY N ITE LIVE : Sponso1:ed b~· Campus
. Crusade for Christ. Time of fun , fellowship and
; learning. "Why I Am Going Info Full-Time
; Christian Work" b::,· Tom Ala fat. Tues<;lay, April
'. 24~ Room 30 7, Horton Social Science, 7 to 8:30 .

p .m.

f-OPERATING STAFF COUNCIL MEETING :
: NanC' ' Deane, Director of Affirmative Action, will
, be . discussing ·the new A.A. Plan. Elections
GENERAL ,
J d iscussed.
Wednesda~:, April 25, Hillsborough /
' Sullivan Room , Memorial Union , I to 3 p.m.
· DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION AND
HUMANIT.IES TALK: Sponsored by
i EMPLOYMENT SYMPOSIUM: Sponsored by
Humanities D_cpartmcnl. Professor Susan
-. , M-inority _A,.WJ!.ITII~~ Committee. Di·scriminatioq
Armitage. Qi1:ector of Women Studi_es and
,, ts7i~problem that can affect almost everyone. Associate Profes~or of History, Washington State
Rtpresented groups arc N .A.A.C. P . .' N. H .
tJ niversity, ' willo: deliver· "The Ne _x t 'Step :
. Cpmmission on Hu.man Rights, N.H. Dept. : oJ . Methodology _111 Women's Oral History ." •.
• Education, U .N . H . Affil'mative Action. and the
Wednesday. April 25. Room 127. Hamilton Smith:
Con1mission on the. Status of Women. Op.en ' 4:30 p .m.
'
·
'
·
.·
discussion . from 4 to 5 p.m. Sha·re your ideas.
N.H . SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLUNTEERS
· answer your questions or just -gather information .
MEETING: Sponsored by Physi,c al Education
Thursdaj', April 26 , Strafford Room. Memorial . Department. Games held J unc 8 and 9. UN H
.
Cowell Stadium. Str ictly n<ln- profit volunteer
U F1ion, 8:30 a . m. to 5 · p.m .
. NH OUTING CLUB BANQUET AND
organi1ation. Meetings, Wcdncsda~,:. April 25 at
· DINNER: Thutsda~', April 26, Simpson's , fdO p.m . and Saturday, April• 28 at9:30 a.m. in
Pav illion, 6:30 p.m. at $5 pe.r person . Make
Room 104. New Hampshire Hall.
rcs_c rvations in Room 129, Memorial Union.
SAWYER HALL WIFFLEB-ALL MARA -

NH OUTING CLUB BACKPACKING TRIP:

THON : -6th annual marathon. Funds go toward
keeping R.<rnald McDonald House of Brookline,
Mass. operating. Thursday, April 26 beginning at
noon until Sunda:,· , April 29 at 3 p.m .. Saw::,·er Hall
back lawn. I-rec. Stop bJ· to watch the fun.
HORSEMANSHIP PREREGISTRATION:
Sponsc;red by Ansc 402. For summer, Thu;·sda:,,
April 26, 8 a .m . and.for fall Friday , April27. 8 a .m.
in the Light Horse Classroom.
HAZARDOUS WASTES IN NEW HAMPSHIRE: Sponsored by Tau Beta Pi. Talk and slide
show b:-, Charles Knox. N.H . Bureau of Hazardous
Waste Manage·rnent. Questions answered from
, flo<;r. Friday .· · Ma:-, 4, Hillsborough./ Sul livan
_Jfoom. Mernoria_l Union. IO a.m.

Trfp to Presidential Range in White Mountains for
Friday. April 27 to Sunday, April 29 at $15 per
person. Trip meeting on Tuesday, April 24, Room
, 12-9. Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Signup outside NH
'. Outing_ Club Office in MUB.
.

HEALTH

SPI_R ITED

AND .NON -SPIRITED

DR INK

: DJ:tv1ONSTRATIO_N : Sponsored by Health
E9ucation Center. Program demonstrates how to
mix, alcoholic drinks properly as- · well as
introducing alternative beverages . Facts about
alcohol and its effects are a_lso discussed . Tuesday·,
2~u~ter..:_.? P..:!!1 ·

A~!~-

~--~·~-~-..,, . . . . ,.,

·-.-.- ----

-ey Chris

Heisenberg
A University Systeri1 of-New
Hampshire building in Lee
next to the Dunlap Center will..
be dedicated in honor of retired
Vice President;_Treasurer
Norman W Myers, in a May9
ceremony.
The dedication, planned for ·
3 pm, is open to the public.
After the dedication
ceremon~: there will be a
receptio~ for Myers and his
wife Barbara .
Myers, a 1950 UNH
graduate. was instrumental · in
the purchase of the buildings
and ,the land in 1974. which
hous.es the ·University System
offices . of financial affa-ir~.
treasurer and physical plant

developn1e~t. -,f'he bu(lcfing will ·
be called the Norman W.
l\,1)•ers Financial Center.
M,iers retir'e d from the
USN.IH in 1978:after25 ):•e·arsof ·
service in senior financial
positions . He started in 1953 as
assistant treasurer, and was
named vice president and
treasurer in 1963.
Mr. M vers was in ·charge of
the building· programs that .
enabled the University to more
than triple its enrollment. He .
also integrated the finan_cial
purchasing arid plant
development administrative
operations in 1963, when the
le_gislature included Keene and
Plymouth State Colleges in the
USNH. ·
.-

1'he New Hampshir.e (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi~eekly throughout the academ ic year. Our pffices are located in Room-I 51
uf the· Memorial Union Buildingf _UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday~ Friday tO AM -2 PM ., Academic year subscription:
, $20 .00. Third class postage paid.at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
.- check , the ir ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
, responsible for.typogra phical·or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, 1f notified
.. immediately. _pQ_S TM-ASTER: send address changes. to The New
Hampsh ire., 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
printed by Journa l Tribune, Biddeford Maine.
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. Open Thtfrsdays, ·10;5 .

.

· )Main.Street :DurhJtin -·

:flUiliJli~-'L IGHT DININGR{)OM
Y~rk Beaclt,_Maj,w ··

Applications being accepted
for summer season
Cooks, Gener~l Kitch~n Help·,
Bar Tender (Service Bar)
C£tll 7~2--5618 after 5 -p.m.

/f/JaW{1// vr~_ .
CONTINUING EDUCATION .
Offers

.

.

Department of the Arts
Pre-Registration for Spring Semester
Thursday, Ap,:-il 26, 1984 .
Art Maj.ors.and Minors: 8:30-4:00 Art Department Office (PCAC A201)
Non-Art Majors: 7:00-9:0Q p.m. Senate/Merrimack Rm, MUB
NOTE: STUDENTS DECLARING AN INTENT TO . MIN-OR IN· THE ARTS WITH THE
DEPARTMENT WILL BE ALLOWED PREFERENTIAL PRE-REGISTRATION WITH ART
· MAJORS

0

New -USNH center
_n amed .for Myers

.
Students can only register for one person
.
_~You do, not have to pre-register with the Art Departmentfor courses listed under art history in the
.
_
.
catalog.
Pre-registration continues throughout the sem(!ster in the A rt Office during regular working hours,
M-F . 8:00-12:00, ·1:00-4:30
Please direct any qurstion to the Art Department Office, 862-2190.

Students should note we offer the following minors:
a..Minor in Studio Art
(Five courses fromrall courses offered' by the Department, two of these must be at the 500 level)
b. Minor in A rt History
(Five courses from all courses offered.by the Department, two of these must be at the soo· level)
c. Minor ;ii Architectural Studies
(Five courses including Arts 432 Drawing/; Arts 455 Introduction to Architeciure; two courses in
architectural history; one/art' elective)

CA.REER NIGHTS
In .

ACCOUNTING
TUESDAY. APRIL 24, 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

COMPUTER INFORMATION
STUDIES
. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 6:M p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

MERCHANDISING
_TUESDAY. MAY 1, 6:30p.m. - 8:00 p .m.

·FREE
For information a~d reservations contact UNH CONTINUING EDUCATION
ACADEMIC ADVISING, 6 Garrison Avenue, Durham. (603) 86N548. . .
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prospect ."of profits from -·and additional . oversights · as • . fSe·acoast politicians and untested technologies.'·' causes in Seabrook~s overnm..
academicians are still trying to
Meanwhile Richard Mills, An overrun now estimated at
ascertain the · future of associate. professor · of $5 biHion.
Seabrook Nuclear Power economics at UNH, said it
Governor Sununu is ·
. Station and ihe possible would be difficult even to give meanwhile attemptimg to take
ram.ificarions of a Public· awa~' Seabrook. This follows a • credit for not "running away
Service Company of New plummeting of PSN H stock on . from the Seabrook incident." It
Hampshire ( PSN H.) · bank- the New York Stqck Exchange would, he said, have been-easy
ruptcy.
and a recent Mood,,'s and Poor to turn his back on the subject
The picture is confused. · · downrating · of PS NH stock and blame it on causes other
Senator Leo Lessard ( D- value to "speculation". This is than those related to his .
Dove'r) for ·example, feels the lowest bond rating for an~' administration.
PSN H has an :·obligation to major energy con1pany in_the
Seabrook could, -according
finally remove themselves from US.
·
· to UN H pollster David Moore, .
Seabrook. (They) should sell it
Mills said that 'as far back as · prove to be the blow that floors .
or abandon it."
1972 it was ·o bvious "'the excess Governor Sununu's reelection
· Lessard, doubtful · about of h~1dropower i~ Quebec was bid. Of those voters- -recently
PSNH's ch1ims of impending greater than all the electricity polled for WM UR-TV,
bankruptcy, said, "they · energ)' used in New E1_1gland." Manchester, by Moore only 15
( PSN H) have cried wolf so
pe rcent said they thought the
many times. · I. don't know
G oye rnor had hand led
what's reality ... You know, the
Seabrook correctly, even
,, boy cried wolf once too often."
· though most of them did not
· Just before the re-election
know what the Governor's
bid · of Governor Meldrim
Seabrook poli~y was.
Thompson in 1978, PSNH
The two Democratic
announced _economic __troubles
contenders for the ·gubernathat Lessard believes lost
tor-ial nomination Paul
Thompson the election at the
McEachern . and Chris · Spiro,
·hands of Democratic contendnicknamed the "bankruptcy
er Hugh Gallen. "They have a
twins" by the medi~ for their
. strange way of · treating their
_telling of the bells of doom, also ·
friends," Lessard said.
face · a problem if Seabrook
Dudley Oµdley,, Exucutive ,
goes bankrupt.
Councillor (D-District 5), and
One leading Republican
candidate for New ·Hamppolitician in the State says the
shire:s disrrict two seat in ·the
bankruptcy of PSN H before
US · Ho4se of Re_pr"em1tativ~s
August would probably benefit
has a lso pi~rjed t,h_~ fray 9ve_r
Sununu.
·
S·eabrook ·. nuclear ·po w er ,If PSNH goes bankrupt the
station and PSN H :
'
recommendations of a report
.. Dudley, a. long .time critic of .
DUDLEY DUDLEY
currently being prepared for '1It he Governor by State ~
the plant. sa_id Thursday tha.t
PSNH s~_jd at the tin1e that
Attorney General William 1
'"the · wreckage is , now laid _energy growth -would grow b)' ·, Smith would go into operation, . i
ar ound_ us." Dudley called f~:H -· seven · percent per year.
the source said:
·
·
t ~e na.ttQil~l~ _pau~e;a _n,dJe,a-rr\ 1ts :- .; :~ _dJ~,ing 'in__the world h~_u _veri •. , While 'i_t is. nJ>_t kn 6wn· exactly ·
less 0n . ::f r.·o m½,-::the~....'.ti eabrnok .;.; grown - in· an- e-x po1h.e-nt ia+
what- this, .reJ?6r~. will say, '. it i's _ _
debacle, She said greater public ·_ pattern," Mills said ~"'If Lt h:a-d,
generally agreed it will result in cooperation was re·quired· and 7t' 'would do-minai-e .the· World.
rate-shock of possibly 30
sa)d ventur~~ l:ike . ~ea brook To use exponential growth as a
percent for PSN H utility users.
"develop a~lit~ of their ?Wn:"
long-term forecasting device is
Additionally, a federal judge
,~ She also said comp,arnes hke · -somewhat sillv."
will be appointed to try to
P-SNH, with a history o( " Yet that ·is .,what PSNH has ·.• secure· ·compensatl'on
·
f o·r
c # u t i o u s i n v es t m e n t ca n done, h c said .
become disoriented by · the
Mills also cites bad pl~nning · SEABROOK, page 20

frea tuari•~s -

I .

,,
-

'

C-at':s Closet at -the MUB

Class of 84
UNH piris
CHECK_IT OUJ"!
Only $4~50 .
· * *" *

"Let us prepare lunch for you."
.

~· i~

~ :.0..

: Fiiiiimiaml
.
R
~~ll!ll!im:aE~
o_~ A. .

2.25 f.
1.25 ,:,
.45
.65 i
.65
.50

i

!~_~rsday, April 26
"Spring Fl"i~JJ"
Sweet and Sou_r Fish .
Lion Hea·d- Chinese Pork
Cheese Soup
Vegetable 'Soup
Lemon Mousse

1.49 ~;
1:59 -• ·

.70 f
.65 \
.45

Spri~g fe~er is happe,ning
· . at the MUB caf~t P~i~,
The MUB. Cafeteria is now opening the patio '
for outdoor._eating, Stjnning,· and meeting friends.

--- -----.. MlJB Night
'

· '! - ~

·:,,,_

.

G~ill .

Grilled hot dog, fries & 12 ot. soda ,·
~ orinally. ~-1.00 _:_Only :f30¢ with this a_dJ . .

~-

,;,

• .

•

•

Must be ae<;ornpanied -by-c6upon
. . :'<:>pen Mo~day t~ough Thursdc1y

S•__lll!l!OZllllllliDDN~~
Bl l
_' "" -. :a;.~~
~t; ,.,,]•·•,, ,

,.~Jsialiam;

lVlllllliliii'iii
. ··. '. ..

.15Y
· .65 ;·
,.50 ]

· Wednesday, AprH°2s: · ·
· · "Taste The Orient"

Stmff1Jrcl ~1J1Jru, IVIIJ13~1Jl\lli ·
i :. '

. 1.85,1!
.65 :

'" ~eef Teriyaki -;
' ;;' Vegetable Chow Mein
· Rice w/Vegetables .
Green Beans w/Water Chestnuts
Yokohama Cream of Clam
Mushroom Tarragon Soup

TUESDAY, APRIL 24
~=00 P.M.
' '

1.65\

Reuben Casserole
' · M_u,s.hroo~ & Broccol-i Turnovers~
:.\ Stuffed Potato_
i. Stuffed Zucchini
1 Vegetable and Wild Rice Soup
· .Lemon Cream Puff

contemporary iMtrumental mugic

. .

.

· Tuesday, April 2-4
;;Get ·siuffed-,-,~

~PEeTRUM

·: I

* *

MUB Cafeteria·

·. Berk lee & New England Conservatory Faculty

1

*

Watch for our close-out specials
in the Merrimack Room each Friday

AND

:.

caU for seniors!

_Last

ED ~AINDON ·

1

-

April 24 to. AprU~~ 7~;

••• tJ

-Jazz vibist

~----

- -:.

By Chris Fauske

.. Spring Concert
IJl~lrl.Per~Li1ssifi)111 lc111sernbl1e

'

. -~. '-.9-

.Speakers debate Seabrook fate

/
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PAGE EIGHT

·"'BICYCLE SALES~· - - - - - - - - ~-- INCIDENT-._:-----.....,_~..-.( continued from page I)

TRE~-NiSHIKI--CANNONDALE

Durham ~aille_·_'

by -iny'· record. It shows f'm · race or in a letter. It could have
about the concern over
_ consisten_tly in support of the_ been handled more gracefully." fraternit) ' parties; "At least no
Rac!n_g_a_~~-Tourin,g Supplies - .! lraternjt~,; s6rorit~' s~'siem. The
-Dean Sanborn·, when asked - C:rnc has talked to me about _it.
19 Jenkins.Court_; Du~ham - - Greek system - on a university why he didn't issue a warning to They haven't made the effort._"
-. ca!11pus is important. However, ' the · fraternit)7,- rcp'Jied that "it
Bill Moisan concludes the '
, · -868-5634
appears _th.it Kappa Sigma is case "will only strengthen the
.holding an organization
----~-- -- -- - ----.Hours': Mon.-Fri. 12~5.
res_ponsible,: whether Greek or
sa~·ing they would like a proper fraternity system. We 'II grow
not is iri no w;::pi n1P::inino- th;.it . warning abput breakin_g stronger by undcrstand,ing and
Sat. 9-12
· .the~e's a lack - :o f support."
· University pohcy, Universi't/' workit'1g with the Admini "'We can't · uncie.rstand it," Rulesandstatelaw ."
_ ~frati -6n arid by them.
said . Mosan. "'We can't
Moisan~ however, is ~ understanding us. We're an
u-nderstand . whr -',_ he , .(Dean
confused by the o~-an's action_ ·_ asset. I see _the case as only a
,
Sanborn) drqri.'t ·tell·us~'oo more
beca us·c _ "'we ( the fraternity) · setback ."
ha,p py-hours', either face·- t0haven't heard f(:?n~ anyone,"
-

- FIT .KIT

Yo.u ng's ;Restaurant-~.
48 Main St . .
Durham,NH
,868-2688 ,

. offering the following specials from
· 4/25/_84 ihru 5 / lj 84
-

.

'

Re~d about Sandy Richter's
_ n~w UNH javlin recorcJ... ·~
·Seethe sports section, -page 26.

-

ASHIONABtE EYEWEA

Breakfast Speci_a l
Two pancakes,_one egg and sausage p_a_tti, _tea or
coffee ......... ·. $2.25
.

·

·Designefand Metat-Frames

.

·Luncheon Special ·
Crabmeat melt and a cup of soup $2.95

·D inner Special
Pork cutlet dinner
vegetable .......... $2. 79 .

with

salad and a

· Health·" fClir1SPring
_ I

Check Up
Do·_you take better care of your car than you do yourse~f?
Isn't: it time you che-ck'.-un.der your hood? Come get-your ·_spring
· ··check up. ·
. Partitioned area_s wi'I_I:be set up for the forlowing: .
.
..
.
•Basic_M:edical Exam·ination and;Evaluation,_(Dr. E. Elridge; UNH Health Services)
•St.r ess Examination, Blood :Pressi1re, -Pul~e , Recovery
· ..
•Life Style Stre·ss - Stress Manageme'n ,t(Ule . Ouanlity)
•Hearing Examination (UN.H Health Services)
•Visual Examination- (UNH Heahh-Services) ·
- ·•E~ami_nation· and Ev~·lu'ation by a Podiatrist. Dr. Stephen Minaudo ·is a licensed
-·Podiatr~st from. Portsmouth.
•lnf~rmation Booth-s: Alcohol, Sexuality_, Life Q.uality (Health Education Ctr.)
•H~alth Media Events (Health · Eci"uo~tion Cent~r)
·. • Partici.ptation in each -_ area or activity is optional. :
•AI1 ·records are -confi'dential and ~i.11 be retained by students.
-------~-

.

· ·- -

----- -

Free ·Examinati-ons for all members of the Uni·versity of N.H.

·Free refreshments ,wili b·e· served.
Co-Spons6red by: Resid~nt-ial· Life ~ Hubbard Ha11:· and
.• ,Health Education Center, UNH Health Services
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-----DRU GS------- <continued from page I)
done in plain view." Beaudoin . Bea i.1doin said he thought "too
said. "We noticed three or four many pci)plc arc led astray h)'
people gathered h~ one of our
drugs .. .They're here for an
unn"iarkcd c..trs ..· so one. of our education. The" have a lot of
officers went over to intelligence. l j~1st wish they'd
· wou
·
Id . put it to better use . " Neither ·
innstigatc." · lkaudoin
not comment 011 the type
Hart nor Gibbons could ,h e
reached for comment.
~ rug found or t I1e amount.
1

PAGE NINE

Y~uCanBu y
··This Baby A
Lifetime!

or

MORE
MR.NICE
GUY:'
"I'm not my old lovable
self when I'm around
cigarettes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you_
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on my face'.'

·American Cancer Society-+,

Resumes Prepared .·Quickly• Professionally
25 Copies
25 Envelopes
25 Extra Sheets

Witin~ Associates

Thursday, April 26th
Strafford Room
lri the MUB
Shows at · 7:00 & 9:30
Admission: ·$1 :00

-T IME STANDS STILL

· $15.00

. Pennagraphics

MUS0 FILM, SERIES .PRESENTS.-..

Open 5 Days M-F 10-6
868-1025

When the Russians march into Hungary, a rebel leaves for America but hi~
wife and children stay behind.. TIME STANDS STILL focuses _
on the boys as they
grow up in the bureaucratic atmosphere of Budapest, copying American styles,_
playing and singing American songs and rebelling against the drabness of life in
.Eastern Europe.

58 MainSt. Dur~ t-1 H 03824 -

MARGIE ADAM
In celebration of her new album
HERE IS A LOVE SONG .

MAY2,1984 8:00 P.M.
STRAFFORD ROOM -MUB-UNH CAMPUS
Tickets Available
UNH Ticket Office 862-2290
$4.00 SAF STUDENTS
$6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION
· Presented by: ~.

omen'5
Center

'

Casino, Food Throw, Jail,
Kissing Booth & Massage Parlor

THE
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------------ANNIVERSARY-----------( continued from page 2) ·
him · to homecomings since ship pin that night cited not each other. The price· of g()ing
'"Having so many faculty · da,,s as hl'>Use dishwashers.
only the academic sU-cngth of_ . to UN H may have changed. the
childhood.
shared
brothers
Other
only
·alumni
are
that
the house as being important in hairst~ les ma.~, have changed,
Alpha
current
Conaty.
Tim
and
house
mcmc)ries or the old
strengthens our bond with the
but S()rne things don't. I think
U nivcrsity CC.)m:,tnunity," Smart the Jamaican laborers who Gamma Rho president. was his life, but also the
the fellows all still help each
a
as
found
he
_
at
companionship
attendance
the
with
pleased
brothers
the
lived there when
· said. '"The alumni brothers are
other."
brother.
the anni\-'ersary. He attributed
concerned with -our acadernic , fought in World War IL
With activities like the Torch
the
in
here
brother
a
was
"I
the
of
success
the
of
much
of
one
is
Jim
son
George's
progress. active in our futures
for Leukemia. the blood
Run
depression
the
of
of
middle
several brothers whose families evening to a closer sense
and the future of the
put drive. and a little help from
to
jobs
seven
holding
feels
he
that
·
fratcrnalism
Alpha
one
than
more
have
fraternity."
myself through school." each other. Alpha Gamma Rho
Gamma Rho brother. Jim current brothers in his house
In the corner Ernie George.a
said. "I got a brothers will probabl~-' sec
Steven's
wanted
attain.
he
knew
he
said
,George
area
1951 graduate. now an
from the fraternity. another 60 years of fraternity
scholars.hip
wa~
who
Stevens.
Robert
dair~1 agent, was reminiscing · to become a brother at the
brothers helped tradition.
us
of
all
but
member50-year
his
awarded
taken
had
father
his
after
house
their
about
with his best man
1

NH Printworks
FOUR SHORT WEEKS LEFT UNTIL

t;'hirtc:. sweatshirts·
Businesses, clubs, organizations
· Many styles available
N9 order to9 smc!IL

~-btc, tc,toc, OAlf

GRADUA TION I!
ENJO-Y THEM WHILE YOU STILL CANU

Long sleeve_T-shirts
with s_l~~1e. pri.nting
. Peter C Greider ·.

J

,

'-603-431-8319 .
,

...

And good luck to you all.

. --

3131 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH. 03824

patagonia® patagonia®patagonia®

PAT AGO NIA SHO RTS
Baggies Shorts

·Ghurka Shorts

All purpos~short s ~
"Put 'em on in' Ma·y,
take 'em off in Septem her"
Men's & Women's sizes
Colors: Royal, Red, Yellow,
Bright Green, Purple, Silver Blue;
Jade, Vanilla. $22.75

MENS

·

"Cool, classic, short';
Men's and Women's sizes
_Colors: Khaki, Ink Blue,
Dusty Teal. $27 .00

-Stand Up_Shorts

.

WOMENS

.

.Oolong Shorts

RESUMES
Electronically Typed
Selection of Paper & Envelopes
25 copies - 25 envelopes
25 extra sheets of paper

MENS
WOMENS
"None of the imitations
_compare with these" ·.
Mens & Womens sizes
Colors: Navy, Tan, Berry,
Light Blue, Wheat. $26.75

"Womens timeless walking short"
Womens sizes only
· Colors:- Khaki, Rose,
Light Blue. $26.50

Patagonia Rugby Shorts and Ligh_tweight
Sta~d Up Shorts Also Available
Available Exclusively A't _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.

lllildtrnts Croils

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham
Tel. 868-5584

Right Behind The
Durham Trust Bank

BACKPAC l(INQ, MOUN'f AINE~RIN G, AND _CROSS
COUNTRY SKIING EQUIPME NT - OUTDOO R CLOTHIN G

.

Kris Saunders and Kathy Brookes had to hide from the bitter
- cold at the baseball game last Saturday.(Scott Young photo)

$15:00 - one page
$21.75 - two page
- Durham Copy
Jenkins Court
Durham, N. H. 03824
Ron Gary 868-7031
Hours M - F 8:30- 5:30
S,at 8:30- 12:30
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. . . . - - - - - - - - -.MEASLES---------

Look for the review· of

<continued from .page 1)
tiohs around 1964.
Symptoms first appear 14-17
days after contact with the
v i r u s , re s ,e m b I i n g ,.c o I d
symptoms- a runny nose,
cough, sore throat. .
These symptoms arc
followed by the outbreak of a red rash. starting along . the

hairline,· travelling behind the
ears, down the face, and over
the body, Patterson said .
Patterson warns that
"measles is a serious illness. It
cah cause death, pneumonia, or
encephalitis," a brain infection
which can lead to severe brain
damage.

simultan.e ously i·n jected with
-gammaglobulin. Patterson
said. a plasma containing
antibodies which makes . the
· immunization less effective.
"We urge ever~'one to check
with their . parents," Patterson
. said, refer.ring to those wbo ·
~1ay have received immuniza~

Stop The Wotld I Want To _Get_~ff

in features, on page 18.
-.

Write personals to all your friends s~or,
'cause there are onl.y .4 ITlore issues left of
The New Hampshire
th is year!!!

·. Dr. L~wis E. Palosky,
Optometrist _

ALL NIGHT LONG

· An .
unce
. of · _
preventi8nt
.·can protec_
yo_ur
~unbor
\:::,hild
·

-

.

. 72 HOURS

. 72 HOURS

• EYES EXAMINED, GIASSES FITIED
• CONTACT LENSES:

72 HOl/RS

· No obligation free·in-office trial
-

· • 90 day 100% refundable fee

April 26 - April 29

Tinted S~ft Co~tact Len~es

· SAY\,'YER HAL:.L's proud 6 year tradition
continues. In support of the Ronalc;i McDonald
House in Brookline, Ma. Sawyer Hall
sponsors a Wiffleball · Marathon. · we
challenge ' any and all University students
faculty, staff and Durham residents NOT to
have a good time in support of -a very
important children's charity. Call 862-2149 or
862-24 79 'tor information or show-up for the ·
fun April 26 -. April 29.

Support

March of Dime
-BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION

--------------------~-------..__----------

\,._,

Available

________eye contact unlimited_____.
,

• Open Monday thru Saturday to AM •

123 Market Street, in the Old Harbor District
(603~ 436~ !200
lfortsmouth, NH 03801
- ~~

~ .

' !!!!!!!!!!!!:I
,' !!!!!!-.!!!!1!'"!!!!!
·--!!!!!
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!

'- . 1SI ANNUAL 7
. UNH TRIVIAL PURSUI;
TEAffl TOURNAffl NT

· A SYMPOSlUM ON:

Discrimination in
Education and Employment
Presented By ·

-To ae~it The un1e eoole's ·

M.A!_C.

Dau care c ntar

(Minority Awareri_ess C_ommittee )'

---Thursday-April 26, 1984--Strafford l~oom-- MUB
8:30-9:00
9:00-9.:30
9:30-10:20

- - --

~egistration and Coffee
Introduction
Burce Bynum
-N .A.A.C.P.

l0:30-11 :00
11:00-12:00

12:00-1:00
1:00-1:50
a

•

2:00-2:50

3:00-3:50 ·

1

Film-Decade of Our D estiny':
Women, A New Force for Change.
Merel Gibbs
N.H. Commission on Human Rights
"'·A vermes of Relief"
Lunch Break
John Gray
N.H. DepL of Education
-.. Equal Opportunity in Education"
Nancy Deane
U.N.H. Affirmative A~tion
.. What is U.N.H. Doing"
Marion Wolfsun Co_mmission On the Status of Women

"'Women's Issues"
4:00-5:00

, Open discussion

·SPECIAL ACKNOWLEDGEM_ENTS TO: The Dean ·or Students Office
UNQW:H ·

.

omen,
Center

and 'the Women's Center.

i.f.N.H.

Durham, N.H.

s ·p onsored -b y Kappa Sigma Fraternity .
· ·
WHEN: Su~day ·,may 6th at 2:00 p.m.
.WHERE: Carroll Belknao Room in the MUB
'
*Trophies_.,will be awarded to winning-teams
*Tourney is open to all members of the
Unjversity Community
*Each team will corisist of up to 4 players
*Entry fee is $15 per team
a.
*You must register your team soon as there
_
l.i,m ited n-umber of spaces available
*Entry Forms are available at
o re information
Kappa Sigma Frat~_~n!ty. ,Yor. ~ _
call -Jim Godwin a{ 868-9717. .
'

'

is

'
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PAGE TWELVE

---------- ---------- i
---------- ---------- -IRON-1)
{cont~nued from

page
_ time, or simply show _!!Q. - non-athletic woman who feels 1
tournament
stress from
a-naerobic ~apacity is reduc~d : -level: .
psychological desire ·to run," she isn't getting enough iron in
.
The greatest drop in iron 1 pressure.
higher lactate levels will be
her diet (about half all
sa.id.
Smith
,
athletes
encts,
season
a
After
·. fou _n~ " in . •Jh~ blood after Jevels took place one week after
He said he is convinced that Amcrica·n do not) take an 18
iron levels return to normal :
training began, Smith said.
exercise.
he and Diehl will eventually be mg supplement. .
This was-the first year Diehl
According to the 23 year·
Though male athletes also
Low iron stores are
show a drop in------iron levels, UN H professor, . this "sports put her players on a 150 mg able to show that decreased
dangerous if the
particularly
decreased
in
results
·
iron
the
Half
supplement.
iron
the
because
occurs
Smith said it is more of a anemia"
woman becomes pregnant, he
performance.
problem · for females because volume of hemoglobin · players rccci\'cd a placebo(suA few members of the UN H said, because the infant relies
they lose additional iron every · increases greatly with vigorous ·gar pill). Neither the players
month in their rnenstrual blood . physical activity, resulting in a · :nor Diehl knew who was taking women's ice hockey squad on those stores as its iron
· came to him last semester source.
.• -lag in iron levels while the body the actual supplement.
flow.
Diehl and Smith are trying to
complaining· that · the~-' were
Though half the players did
Th'e researchers measured _" tries to catch up.
iron levels 'in their subjects fo·u r , _ The level stays at 1his l?w show a stabilized iron level-; "'dragging" .a nd felt tired all the publish their conclusions about
the effect of strenuous exercise
times during the season, which point most of the season, Smith· their performance was no · time.
··1 told them take a couple : on iron stores in trade journals.
stretches from late August to s·a id, because of thejntensity of better than the plavers with low
They are still looking at data
shots of Geritol and they
·
iron levc.ls, _D_iehl said.
training.
ear1'1 November.
perked ri.ght up:" Smith said. - from the past two years to
However, Smith and Diehl
Tournament - training
The serum.ferratin test the" This doesn't mean that gather conclusions about the
u~ed shows the storage lever o'f . resulted - in another , dra!flatic · have compared the running
taking large"tj_ose~_9f iron will effect of- low iron on
iron in the bone marrow and . ; drop in iron which, Diehl said, - time of elite women runners
have correlated poor ' ·enhance performance if there performa!'ilce.
)i_-v~EL iE _ad_djtion to the blood • mi.gh!_'?0 ~- rP"ll!t of increased · a n<l
"'Thus far ( iron supplements)
pcrforinance with dfcreased
wasn't an iron problem to begin ·
with. Diehl warns that too -are mtH,~h more of a preventive
,....
iron reserves.
"Sometimes iron falls so low much iron can result in iron thing than an enhancer," Diehl
said.
they collapse, th.e~/ might
poisoning.
that
;
Smith recommends thai a-n~-'
add 20 to 30 minut_es toth·eir
;

to

'

-TASI<

.

....

- WORK/STUDY
/ -~ JOBS-

'lllf YEARS
OVBI -10
-. SMOKING ·OIIAlll:

PII I ED,_
- llfllJ..l
U.'VE

· TVTOR/COUNSELORS

1111111.i1 ·

·cHIC SMARl COOL HUI ·
, . r
II IIRffV . . .
,
, llftl I ,,
n·
Hie, HB!I
FAR-Ill,
.•.,KfEN,IN,
fAT,GROOVY,SWBJ.,& UDIA.
.NOW r.Allll QUllS.

-teach study skills

..

f

-provide personal and academic.. advising
-are Sophomores or Juniors with a 2.: 5 GPA
-earn $3. 75 to $4. 751hr.
Apply at TASk, Stoke 35d, by May 5

· _HEALTH CARE. CAREERS
IN
RESPIRATORY THERAPY

;

I .

·. Respiratory therapy is an allied he~th specialty involved in the diagnostic evaluation and treatment of
patients with cardiopulmonary deficiencies and ab- ·.
normalities. . This ·· patient populous spans the
newborn nursery, surgical and medical ward~,
emergency room, outpatient department, and intensive care unit of any hospital.
Working under the supervision of a physician. 'the
respiratory therapist performs therapies which include ventilatory support, bronchopulmonary
rehabilitation, cardiopuimonary resuscitation,
maintenance of natural and artificial airways, and
. the use of medical gases and administrative apparatuses, environmental control systems,
humidification, aerosols, and medications.
For-further·information, fill in and return to:
Northwestern University Medical School
Respira_tory Therapy Program
303 E. Chicago Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
orcall(312)649-2935
r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
I
I

· ·1

_ , __, _ - - - .
I

Please send me dat~ on how to prepare for a I
:
career in Respiratory Therapy.

I

1

I .

I Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

I I "

:'I .I,

Addres_s:

,.
I

'·
I
-------------------- I
I
I

.I

-· I

I School:

!

- I

.

I

. ·· .. --

--- . ---- -

' -

'.

·.·

·.

, __ __J

,

f

f

Once and.for all. Because, the fact is,
smoking's not stylish. It's foolish. And
a major risk factor leading to cardiovascular disease as well as other
he_alth problems.
serious
and ideas to help
For infom:iation
you - or those you love - stop
smoking, contact the American Heart
-Association. Today .

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association
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......-------NETWOR~-- .....__....._______
(continued -fr.om _page 3)
- people · working
appropriate fields.

in

the

create

I

another . network

of

l' NH alumni to help students
find actual job openings,

I

them to help with the new '
network.

· . The network now has a pool
of 600 names to work with . .
Volunteers for the network
Owens will extract some
·owens - said he will also '
were recruited through a surve~'
-names from the pool of 600 1 contact some "Kev individuals" ;
published last yeai.. in the - . who are in positions to offer · who are in a po~ition to help
_a Iumnl!~ _I]l__aga?j_ne.
jobs - to UN H graduates or graduates _find jobs. He has set
coach them in how t(? apply to , no date for when the new .
certain - companies. then ask ne_twork wi!l b~~in operation.
Owens_ said_ he __ has_p_lans to

UniversityTheater
Presents

The World Premiere· of ·

BLACl{-RAIN
by David J. Magidson

directed by John Edwards
Johnson Theater ·
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshir~
Durham
April 25-28 at 8 p.m.
April 26 at 2 p.m.
. Previews: April 23 and 24 at 8 p.m.

Now call it quits.

General: $4
UNH students/employees/alumni;
Senior citizens: $3
Previews: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290

American Heart i'
Association . :\
WE'RE -FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE :

.Dinner Theater Package with
New England Center Restaurant _

--~n.

Ji:~~~-

Friday, April 27th, 7:30 and 9 :30 p.m. ,Saturday, April 28th; 7:30 and 9_:30 p.m.
Parsons:L 101,iAdmission $1 .00
An Area Ill Pro

LEGAL SERVICES WORKSHOP
-April 25, Wednesday
12 noon tin 2

\

In the Carroll Belkn-ap Room, MUB

• Leases ·

.

• Security ,Deposits
Landl·o rd/Ten'ant Issues

-

.

• Tenqnts Rights

.

I
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Editorial
Redefining poverty
Redefining the povert~; level in the U Iiited
States in 1984 is trick,, business. As it stands
now a family of four i:conside'red poor if they
have a cash inconie Qf less than $9,862. That
comes down to $2,465.50 per person for a, one
yeat period. That amount - of money · is_
. supposed toked, clothe ahd house a person in
this country for a year. Ii hardly seems likely a
person can ..survive _unaided with that amount
of mone".
·
.
There 1s current!~, a move underway to study
the possibility of adding to that income figure _
the value of benefits from food stamps,
rnedicaid and housing subsidies. If this is done
the·n millions -of 'people will be _forced into
depravat-ion of the basic essentials of life. The
current conservative administration is
responsible for this plan everi being considered
as . feasible. The people proposing this· idea
would never . and could never conceive of
themselves living without the bc;1sics of a house,
food and clothing. Many of these people are at
.

~

'

the mercy of mismanagement similar to that at
Seabrook
.
layoffs· and unemployment
contribute significantly to the ranks of the
poor.
The Reagan Administratio!1 is trying to
practice double-think on Congress and the
poor of this country. In The New Yark Times
on Monday, April 23, in a story concerning.his
policy change the followin_g ~uotc ~ppcared: _
. "Under Federal law, eligibility for many
health, nutrition and ·social scrviee pr6grams is
tied to the poverty · standard. If non-cash
benefits were counted as income the number of
people eligible for such programs and the
amounts of _a ssistance could · be sharply
reduced, .according to Federal, state and local
otfici,ds."
This is a perfect example o( the current
administration's practice of "double-think". ·By add ing_the benefits the poor already rece·ivc
to their meager ·cash income, the poor would
no -longer be poor and could be cut from the

"welfare roles~'.
. lft-he onlything the Reagan Administration
wants to do is eliminate poverty on paper they
can go ahead with this inhumane idea. They
could also uncloak their intentions and try to
pass a bill in Congress reducing the poverty
level -for a family of four to an even more
ridiculous level. Something_ · in the
neighborhoo.d 6f $3,000 for the famil~· might
be in the proper ·range .
A more realistic solution might be the jobs
program prc)posed last year : to repair our
highways. People warit to work and our roads:
certainly need fixing. We must be responsible
for the least of our citizens. All we need to do is
provide the opportunity to work a·nd manS:
more of "the Welfare leaches" could become
taxpaying contributors to our sagging
economy. There is no reason to take ::1way from ·
those who have nothing. No matter how old
the clichc: you can't get blood from a stone . .

Letters
at Seabrook.
mistakes. This is a simple principal
frustrated Iv, the tricks or a
M~1ny times I have had studcnts-As it became cleare_r and clearer ·0 r business.
_
whimsical Mother Nature and
\\alk right out in front of m:,, car,
that Seabrook would cost more
Let · this be a warning to
v.·nrricd about \Our finals, but \OU
without- looking. outside of c.l
than PSNH cciuld afford to raise, · Governor Sununu: -If he supports . still managed tc;"skip"through.thc
rrossv.-alk. Had my speed betn
,its officers became more obsessed
P_S NH 's move 't 9 _take , ,th-is it puddle~ to give .or :_,'lH1rsclvcs. ~: ~exceeding - 25 mph. I c 6 uld havr
: with deniaL
discount, or to burden ratepayers
I-or that. :.: ou deserve an extra ·casilv hit someone. It is true th,it
j!
New Hampshire and New · with bail-out funds for PSNH, he
thank vou from \our Durham Red 'those driving the streets -or the
· ~To the Editor:
·. England needed Seabrook they · will _ be a one-term governor.
Cross ·who will ·be loncl:; without
lJ ni'vcrsit:, · campus must exercise ·
· And now comes Public Service
insisted, ignoring the cheap, and
The people will speak in
you! We enjoyed . the year spent
nH>-IT caution, · but 1t 1s 1ust as
,Company of New Hampshire to
' plentiful hydro power available November. Meantime, would -be
with :,-ou and look forward to
imp.p rtant that those walking pa)
tell us that unless it finds some
from Canada . Ahabs should take a long look at
seeing Jou in the fall.
more attention also_ We must afl
solid financial ·backing within the
The obsession blinded them :-··
what's happening in New
It you arc in tl_1c area this
shafr these roads and need to be
next three weeks, it will be forced
·Like Ahab, theJ' now face not
Hampshire.
summer. we will hme a treat
.more aware and considei-aic of the
to· declare bankruptcy .
· only their own professional losses,
·
Jerry Rooney
:,ou on .Jul:,. 17th and 18th \\-hen v.c
otl1er.
Remember the story of Captain
. but -the obliteration of their
hold our annual "Strawbcrr:,
.Janice Hoffman
Ahab arid Moby Dick?
.
:
. 1-cstirnl" blood dri\'c.
· employees ' secur\ty, and the
Against the odds : and heedless
destruction . Qf the compa_ny itse.lf.
·
Ji11T'.' Stearn\
of sound advice from all points of
I resent having to pick up the
Your Ou 1:ham Red Cn;ss Blooo
view, even ignoring . his own
cost of the deplorable judgement
Chi1irman
·conscience, Ahab insisted on
o( these ego ·merchants. They
pursuing the wiley, white whale
deserve no funneling off of
until - the obsess'ion - brings
discounts from Quebec Hydro.
destruction on the ship, the crew,
To the Editor:
.
If it hadn't been fqr the coµrage
and finally on Ahab himself.
Our :·Bunn•: " has · hopped oi1
of former Governor 1-:1 ugh Gallen,
Innocent people were destroyed,
with his baskets empty or Easter
:and the New Hampshire State
Such is the position of PSN H . . Legislature,PSN H would have
eggs' but filled instead with :, our
. Against the better judgement of
_
·
had us paying the bill forconstruc- . life-giving miracle!!
To the Edit6r:
-other utilities who puJled out while -tion work in progress (CWI P) .
1189 or\ ou believers in folklore
After rcadi.ng the .· article
they could, and ignoring the advic~
responded to "Evcrythings' .
Now they want the discount that
n:garding the accident o_f April 5. I
of would -be investors, the officers
H.o ppin" and · made SpriJ1g
rightt'ully belongs to the consumer.
fed I must sharc_somc views on the
of PSNH were obsessed by the idea
blossom tor I 071 ol our patients.
PSN H and their stockholders
side or the driv,c rs.
of building a nuclear pow.er plant
We
knew
)OU
v.-crc
·all
tired
a!1d
must pay _the price for their

Seabrook

tor

0

Red Cross

Accident

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!!

The New Hampshire
JAMES M. Mil.I.ARD. Editor- in-Chief
JOH\ (iOl.l>. Ma na g int! Ed itor
MICHLU.L F\'i\\S . l\l'w, hl itor
· Mi\,llRIT\ 0"\1'11. . h:alurc·s Lditor

Sl·T MC->l"UO'\. Ma na!,!ill!.! hlitor
l>i\\ li\\l>l{l(r!\\. ·\c·;,,-l'd itc-r
s ·1 I'\ I. 1./\\(iL\T\. S ports hlito1

.

.

Write letters

SCO I I YOl' \(i. l' lwt" hl ito 1·
Bil.I. I' ll Cf!LR. Bu,inc·ss l'vLlnagc·1
_ l'Al ' I. MORRIS. :~thc·rti, in g Managc-r

to the :editor.
\th l' r1isinJ,?. .-\~!\odate!'tl
\1; 1r~ Jh:..,(ir l•""L.·illi1.:r.., .
Fti1al1c·1h \! urph:,
.-\sst. Businl'ss !\tanagl•r
\l;,1, I i,,, t,,·,
('irrulation ,1anal(t'r
~L.'11 :\rm..:tn111!..!

c·irculation .-\s~blant
1>nue R ,de,·

.l ..:1111ikr Adki•n!-,

.l~1 11 c 11 uu, L:1
I '.,11 11 .l11h 11..,t111

K·c·, i11 "I <>r,,·_

.-\111·. Rlll,i11
l· ti<, R u"c·II
· Su,· Sl;i1,·1
~1:1n s ·rni th
, . lilt\ r,11,_i_c,_11 _ _
'•''" Bnd, hhtor

..\!\si~ti,nr (·irl'ulation :\!'i!'ii~t. St~·,,.:11 t·i~1ra111L.·t~1r,1
(;rn• l· lc-1111111110 .
l'hotograplH\r,
<"01;~ Rt.•~dt.•r!'i I -, r,1 111: :-\-ndrin111
Kar la llo.pplc-1
\L,i-ia l!lai,

Submit them to

room 151 MUB.

K~11h:, .l,11111,1111

I
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Rnh,.:rl l·l,hL·1

K,1 fil111L·:,L·t
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C1111-..u,·l11 ( 1111!..!l t '\ t·
( 11111 1·.

I
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- 1<.<>h. II 11111 ·
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I ll1ri;1n S1,1nic
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\L11 , ·11;1 I ,·1µht1111
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lllllt-111l· 1
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They must also be signed with -a real name.

I ,ih•. (i!L'L.'lllidd
.l1d111 I i,1,:r
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All letters should be typewritten and no longer than two double spaced pages.
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Univers_ity-Forum.·
Write for Forum
In this space we usually run opinion pieces ranging from the problems and joys of collge
. life froni. the point of view of stu.dents, faculty and staff to pieces on the crisis in Central
America. There is almost always someone out there with something to say to thereadership of The New Hampshire. Recently, however, no one has shown an interest in
.s peaking outin the only p,lace available in print on campus. We are interested in hearing
what you h~ve to say. Forum pieces can cover almost any topic ~hd are the perfect
opportunity for ANYONE who wishes to take the tin1e to type up their thoughts on the
issues around us.

Som~ of the things you might ·conside~ are:
The new drop date .
Terrorism and modern diplomacy
The present state of world economics
El Salvador
_Nicaragua
The role of Resi-Life
The aJcohol policy ,
G0venor ,S .ununu
Seabrook
The .presidential search
Walter ~ondale
Ronald Reagan

- 1 ,,

.

On the lighter side you could writ~ about:
Senioritis
Spring fever
. · The Red Sox
Student apathy
Facult".l apathv.I
.Administration ap~thy
Apathy in general ·

_The Forum is ·yours, do sori1ething with it!! f! !
If we use our heads we can often surprise ourselves with the thoughts-that startcoming
to us. Many times people read the newspaper and don't think.about what they read; With a
little time for thought and less time.at the typewriter, who k11-:o ws, even you might find your
name· in print. It could open up a _w hole .new avenue in your life. So, for a change of pace,
· pick up the pen gathering dust on that desk and write· a Forum piece.

Thank you, The ·New· Hampshire.
I

!-
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FIES TA .· · ·.· .
·Friday April 27 ,1984
Smith ·H all-Front Lawn
lla.m.~5p.m .
- -~SCHEDULE OF EVENTS,

..

,

11:00 NOW SOUND EXPgESS
11:30 'DO'A WORLD .MUSIC ENSEMBLE
FEATURING
. Randy Armstrong
and Ken La-Roche
12 noon INTERNATIONAL AUCTION
- 1:00-..~DO' A ·
--· -- -- --

1:30
. _1;15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:~5
, 4:30

Internation~I Fashion Show;
__JJ N RJ)a_nce 1-:~~ater C(!: _JA?/!:,_:__ _
UNH Da-nce Theater Co: MODERN ·
UNH Dance Theater CO: JAZZ
, NOW SOUND EXPRESS
Chinese Erhu
Belly Dancing .
· NOW SOUND EXPRESS
. BREAKDANCING! "The Funk Affects'
NOW -SOUND EXPRESS
Participatory International
Fofk·Dancing
11:00 . -SOiYTH .AFRICAN slide show
11:45 TAIWANESE slide show
. 12 noon Outing Club Presentation
12:30 EUROPEAN Slide Show
1:00 NAMIBIAN Movies
2:00 RUSSIAN Slide· Show
2:30 JAPANESE SIMe Show. Calligraphy
-.. Demonstration, Origami De~onstr_~uon
3:00 . · VENEZUELAN .& 'BRAZILIAN
:, Slide S_hQ_W
3:30 Semester at Sea
4:00 CHINESE Slide Show;
4:30 RUSSIAN Club Sli~e Show & Movie

GENERALKX}iIBITS: -Countries of the
World Smith _H all I:>isplay

T Jl E NE
1

,

Sponsored and funded by PFO~
International Festival Coalition,Smith Hall
New England Foµndation fdr the Arts _
.
with ~upportfrom the International Students Off~ce

I// ij
4 A?"Ps-,
" '////( .

.

.

.

~ F-o/( .

.

&

c~
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· Arts ·&Fe-atures
Costello reachei audience with .s a._r .c asm
'Costello, _wear(ng · his ,
thing-."
Anot'her new, - song was trademark red shoes and grey ·
Anybody who was looking
for a rowd~ 1 concert, the kind "dedicated to mv favorite lad" · pants _and sportjacket, _was
that you go hon1e from with in the world, N~ney Reagan.;, I · most successful with songs- he
your ears ringing, was probably He jpked that his new album played on~ piano QI acoustic
_· disappointed Thursday nig_ht. wdl . be called "Good bye · guitar, including the fast-paced
·
"Goon _ Squad" _a nd "Girl's
Elvis Costello and T. Bone President Rea an"."
Burnett took rock 'n' rolf do wn
to its basic components with
brilliant solo performances
before over T600 fans. at the
Field Ho~use.
Costello :s 28-song, triple
encore performance . included
seven rnngs from a soon-to;..,b ereJeased , album and- a wide
selec-ti_on from the rest of hiscareer. He maintained- control
of the _audience , with the
emotion and pain of his songs
and-his crooning voice. He even
spoke. to the police at one point,
telfrng the "guys with the blue"
to "stop squabbling" with the
crowd in front of the stage, as
he attempted to hush ,the
audience before a love- ballad.
Politics· and sarcasm we-re i
, not m1ss1ng, - howeve· r,
especially on son'.g s _li-ke
· "Worthless : Thing", a song
"dedicated to MTV," from the
upc;o,ming album.
_, · - ·
'Trn goin-g to take _this cable now/ And s.tick it down your .
_ _
_
. ..
- throa.!.," Costello -sang. "I wish
you could see just ~ow much · ~lvis Costello and, T. Bone Burnett pertormed m the lJNH }1eld
~ 1 0U m~an to me/ Y_
ou- worthl~.s~--~ --. . ·:·'.'" · ·
;,·- - - -

By_John Ouellette

as a backdrop, Costello's voice
Talk", which has been recorded
by such artists as Linda- rose and fell ,:1lt_ernating with
the piano: -~
- -- · Ronstadt and Dave- Edmunds.
Piano versions of "Shot - -- . -El~is didn't ign~re early
With His Own Gun" and "'Just , material- like "Alison" and _
Memory" ·--were especially
••Ange_ls Wanna Wear M)' Red
powerfµl. With a silent c:rowd
Shoes", but the growth of the
artist _was-demo:nstrated by the·
Country tunes-~ he did, songs .
similar to his owri in their
emotion. - He per(ormed a
version of~ Charl'ie Pride song.
and a duet by the ••cowlet
,Brothers" ""' (Costello and T.
- Bone_Burnett). _
,
Costello's first set las_ted onl):
one hour, but the encores were ng_t' stingy, -a nd lasted alµ10st as
'_- long as the rest of the concert,
while the wait between them-.
was s-hor-t. He maf not like the ·
pres-s_. _Cost_ello usually refuses ,
- photqgrap-hs ~nd int~rviews as
. he did Thursday night, but as is
:evident from his performance,
• he loves his-audience and has a
' g_reat wa~, of reach·i ng thein.
· T. Bone Burnett opened the
sho:w with a -short but effective
; set of country-influenced Dave
Edmuno~ type material.
Burnett is cocky, funny and
- entertaining, and not afraid to
take risks. His a cappella ·
ye..rs.i.on of4'}Sj11_g of the .Road" .
ciid very w~~l wit~_- the crowd~_
, ,·

a

0

House lhursda

Play?remeriibers
Hiroshfma born.bing
_ i.£_~fC~~l_!!_f r<?_~i ___reguhr·
1
Characters reliv·e their · -bombings. where people
H iroshima ~_- bombing · ex per- anticipate what_ is going to .
iences in .UNH · .th 'e atre happen. there 1s a problem
prnfessoL_:_"Q':!.Yi.9... :-~'.lagidson 's ~xpre~siQg _it in conve~tional _
:world premiere · play Black t~eat_nc<:11 f-orm. accordm~ to :
Rain. Their recollections
Mag~dso~.
_
"
_
describe the after~ath ~fone of
There nave been_only three -1.he worst moment-sin Japanese _-othe_': plays. o_n Hiroshima. ~
hi_siory.
• .
Mag1dson said ~ and th~y have ,
Magidson was inspired to . been _only_ !11arg1nall -~~
write the pla)' _afte-r reading successf_ul. Pamt~ngs have be~n
Masuji lbuse's ndveJ _ Black ;:: _successtully done on the _event
Rain; a · narrat"ive · about because the~., capture a frozen
peoples' H iro-shi.ri-ia e;x:p~rrn_oment. -It is diffi~ult to d_o th_is
iences. -He read the book while
with such a short time penod m
on a -_teaching fellow;hip at
theatre: _ .
. _
Japan ·s Osaka University 1980Ma_g1dson tee ls h1s one-and- 1981. Although his play is riot ,~-ha_l1-hour pl~y . has success- adapted from the book it is - fully sol~e? this t1~e_probl~m.
similar to it.
,
The key 1s m estabJ1shmg act10n
He was also inspired to-write
that mo~es_ fre~ly in time. a
, the script aftel' actually visiting - Qh~ract~_r.~st1c ...Q!_J11pa~ese Noh
Hiroshima and the museum theatre :--.
dedicated to the Au.gust 6, ·1945
.. For _e xample. one_ chara~ter
bombing. ,
finds h1s __glasses on his ?esk in a
- "It is clear the Japanese scene _ five years after the
,haven't forgotten the bombmg.1--!e•~oes back -to !h_e
.c~peri~nce," Magid son said. memory _?f his ~lasses be!ng
r~ferring. to .the city's museum blo~n oft ~rt a r~Ilway stat10n
... - commemorating the bombing. dunng_the bombmg. =_
,
"It feels really_ strange to- be
','A II_ne -he say_s lets us kno~
there. It's kind of like a . hes gomg back mto thc-_past.
· . ".pilgrimag~." -·
~agidson ~aid_. ''l!'s ki nd of a> Johnathan Tra~y and Mary Chaisson in the UNH Theatre production of Black _Rain which .
The · ;ction ·at Hiroshima gm~ ~arp fc<;_!i~g.
premiere,s April 25 in Johson Theatr".
· ,
· ._
- .
· ·
took pla,ce in about five
~ l h~, Sl~~P! 1st1 C _set~i~g ~~d
,
·
·.:
-1
.
_
~
_
1
sec O nd s-: Mag-id son sa ,i d. ~~ne1~c
~ocat~o~ ?1 Bl~~~ ~am_ ·setting a~e 'two desks·
_t_~o- _ofs;op~ ing ,-t_he - t~ picaf the~tre' fc:fwafds otf this_plaVbecau~~
leaving no time for the a!e. al~o chara~-te11St1c _of - b_enches._ The benc~es. on thT kimono -look. -·-Tne actors -- the5,-agree .-onffi'e·:meari~ngof _
Japanese to _see the.int~ntions - ~~~anese_~oh~_th~~t~~- The,,set_ sides of -·:t~e . platforms an~ - themselv~s also suggest this.by _ the sgi.Q!:.._ - __ __ _____ ______
anti action of the -bombmg. . , 1~ ~n unchangu~g assembl,, of screens are for the act_ors to sit - not weann_g Japanese make up
MMidson- •·wr_o te the ~play
·-white- screens with orangy red on when n.ot p~rf9rmmg.
or black W(gs. One actress e.ven .- becatise theatre is the only live
Also s1mp1Ist1c are the has red ha1L . .
_ ?'
. experience . Which
·can be·"One m~nute someone ·wa-s outlining. It suggests Japanese
walking down the _s~reet:: an9 simplicity according .to set costumes. _A ctors are da<:l _-in
U_N J:l_
~____profe s_§:_9_i:___)_~,h n -- \repeated:· and - sped.fically
the next the)' w_ere wiped from ·designer Raymond _Ber11ief._He burl'1p .-:__~_
r1g ,<?.t~er_ nl:)ttira _l _Etlwards.-wlfohii's wor-ked·wffh , a bqut.- Hiroshima because
the _face 0. 1 the earth." _· also designed · two sliding looking o_!:1_tf_1ts. _Mag1dsori di'd _ Magidson on . other produc- ; "what happened there is·
Magidson said':
.
:
panels for -aoors. --The-- only --ff this "way so the - -pla~ers _ tions. 1s direct{ng t~e prem1er~j unii11a_gina~le - it cannot be
Bf:caus_e. an ,atpm1c bombmg ·-.:,:additive-s - to this~,. simplistic _;_ J:,.µggest a Japanese lookinstead - Magidsoh Ii_!<es \Yorki__ng__~Lth ~ manufactured." .

By Maureen. O_'Neil _

an~

1

j
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Register-a ,id tune-up bikesfo~ spring riding
By

J?hn Quellette

Second ql three parts ,.

_Bike_ra~k fills up beh,i_~ ~- Demeritt Hall as the weather becomes warmer .(Scott Young photo)

Stop the World is ·-comical /

. ' . H itier-lovirig I Is"e
By Consuelo Congreve
Stop the World-I Want to can.not sleep with
Get Off; a musical ~y Leslie · · because "we (the
Bricusse and Anthony Newley. would not end up
Directed bv John _ Montgo- race ."
Sometimes the
. . mery.. Stan:ing Guy Stroman,
Connie Coil; Anne Connors, serious. "Meilin'ki

The only flaw with the show
was d, 1 namics . When the actors
sang .):to. the st'a_g_e _ right
audience, their voices faded
out, losing some of the lyrics .
Otherwise it is an energetic
iSPring musical.

says she
Littlechap
Germans)
the master

Once you have a biC)'Cle,
your biggest conce·rn is
prob a b Iy keep i n"g it a n d
mai-ntaining it. As hr • as
keepir:ig it, some say a six dollar
p ock should do it, but there's
probably more to it than tha~.
Officer Paul Kopreski of
UN H Public Safety s,:1id there
have been .seven bi.c ycle thefts
reported already this semeter,
and the season has just begun .
There were -18 stolen · on
can1pus last semester.
"A lot ( of the bicycles stolen)
are left unlo~ked or · in · a
(dormitory) ·bike room,"
Kopreski said . "Lt's iniportant
that people lock them to
something tliat doesn't move ." ·
; Some theft ·deterrents · are:
running the cable or chain with
the lock through both \\'.heels
and · the frame, Jeaving a bike
where the-re · is , a lot o(
· pedestrian traffic, engraving
your bike· with identification
numbei·s, and taking rcniovable parts, such as pumps and
quick-release front wheels with
you . Kopreski said removing
the-front wheel not only makes
the · bike look unattractive, but
it als-o can't be driven off.
UN H Public Safety provides
. tools ._ for bicycle · engraving,
Kopreski said, which is best
done on . the frame of the bike
and with the owners' license
_number. This makes ifcasicr to
track down the owner than a
social security number. He
suggested writing down the
bike serial number and
engravin,F location because if
.. they get filed · do~n, / ou can
·show that the numbers ·were
·;he,=e·the.. f[lcdarea -[s .·
Bikes can be registered with
the UN H Public.Safety traffic .
"div ision for 50 cents, Kopreski
said, and· should be reported
immediately when stolen.
And for maintenance there
are do - it - yourself _books.
Others rnay send the bike to the

shop, but there arc problems
anybod)'. can check for.
Most bicyclists interviewed
felt maintaining Jheir
equipment was rela.tivel y easy.
For those who don't want fo
deaf ~ ith it, a spring tune-up at ,
the Durham Bike shop includes
oiling, checking and adjusting
brakes and tires and truing the
, wheels, which makes 'them spin
straight. without' wobbling.
The tune-up generally c-osts
.
around $20.
Dmham Bike owner Mike
Farrelhaid brakes arc. rhe most
important things to · check. .
Make sure '. the brakes don't
"bottom out" (the han.dl-cs hit
. the handlebars when pressed).
Most bic~1cle tires .recommend an inflation pressure.
f.-arrell said the fro nt tir·c:s
· should have a bout 60 pounds
of pressure and the rear tires
should have about · 70-80
pounds.
"Never use a gas station
pump," Farrell said '. '"A bike
tire has no volume and a gas
station pump has high
pressure . The tire could blow
up. It's important to put a little
aif in at a time."
Farrell suggested a hand
pump .
. Farrell, who once maintained the bicycles for the UN H
cycling team, _said a c~,cJist
"really needs a book to
maintain a b _~ - " He
recommend e d A n r bod r 's
Bike Bvvk, byTom Cuthbei·tson.
For a serious rider, Farrell
suggested using a helmet a nd
gloves because "it's easy ' for a
motorist to misjudge the speed
of someone on a bike."
- Leathe / gloves; which · will
"save your hands if you go over
: the handlebars," cost $10-25 .
Farrell sai-d reflective gear is
most effective for night riding
because it's brighter when it
shines back at a motor vehicle
and it attracts the ~1ttention or
motoris.ts.

songs are
Next Tuesday, bicycle
Meilchick
Lauren Go/er, Joanne Baum, (little boy) is a6out Anya's and
Robert Dusvld, Kelby Kirk,_ Littlechap\ dreams to have a
Michael Perrier and Christine ·· s on but not with each other.
Toy. At Thea/re-by-the-Sea Coit sings Anya 's parts _in a,rich
alto, contrastnig with Evie's
until May 19.
This musical, set in Britain, soprano. O t her serio-us songs
tells the story of Littlechaip 's include "Once in a Lifetime," a .
(Guy Stoman) life: a character · song the working-~lass .
representing the common man . · Littlechap sings when he is
With classic songs iike "Once in elected to Parliament. "What
a Lifetime" and '"What Kind of , Kind of Fool Am IT' highlights
Fool am L" the story is livel~1. · S troman-\ tenor voice as he :
Stroman, dressed in baggy sings of how dumb he feels for
red -and white clothes, _seldom never falling in love with
stood still and always~seemed at anj1one but himself.
·
eas ·e with his · easygoing ;
The costumes and set are
personality. When irked he
shouts "St,op- the World~'' · flourescent. The characters
spotlights go on anp he tells the wear sports gear complementaudjence ' his problems in light- ing the theme of energy and
playfulness. The -stage is round, ·.
· hearted comic asides. Connie Coit • pla-ys four · like the center ring of a circus,
women - Littlechap meets · circled by steps that lead uptoa
.. throughout his lite that help · platform, a park bench and
him realize his life goals. She ·streetlamp . Littlechap often
po.rtrays Evie,. a woman ~e jumps up onto a trapeze bar
marr ~€s because she 1s •that -hangs down in the middle
pregnant Anya, a R usssian , of the stage. Both set and
farmer he meets on a business costumes were designed by
·
trip: Use, a Ge.rman maid: and Kathie lannicelli.
Ginnir, an American cabaret ·
The · li_ghting by Harry '
singer. With slight costume
changes and voice alterations Sangmei st er highligh.ts
· it's hard to realize that t_his is • Littlechap with spo~lights when
he ~.9l!!_L'Stop·tne wo~l9" and I
the same actress.
The thoughtful ballads and ; other · cl_ownish momen_ts. '
light- hearted lively tunes echo ' ~hen Coit sa~g a?out ':alkmg
t~e play's_ comic toHe,~ m_ ~h~ woo~s, 11°':~r~ w~re
L1ttlechap sings "Lumbered P 1 OJect€~ on a downstage w:~11, .;
wher.ever he feels frustrated at and dunng <:1 New York_ C 1t'.>'.
being forced to marry Evie and . sequcnc_e _a_ distorted skyline ot
Connie Coit as "Evie" and Guy Stroman as "Little ·Chap", in a scene from Stop .the World I
.. Typ_ische [?eutsche" ~ _h en the . NYC was shown.
.
· :Want To Get Off playing now through May 19.(Andrew Edgar photo)
I

J
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_HAPPY BI-RTHD~V -.KERRI-COONS·

-.,

.........._....................llllliiiiii-.._,_ilr"'-..........................~.....

...-

.
'

-

un1n1er

Furnished-Ho use just 4 minutes fro!Jt
campus __
-

-

· • ' •4 bedrooms _
•2 baths
•Screen-~d Porch
---··- ··- -·- ···-- -·---.
•Huge Yard
,

...

· •Paneled basement ·
1
W_i!~ aar
•Ample _Parking
_ _ _•Kar-i-Van stops in front

_ _ __ $500 per month

_ _

C~/1 742--7150 or 2-1323 dur/ng the day
d
Ask ti r
-

·THE STRAFFORD 'il:OVSE: · .a nd THE STIUFFORlf MAlVOR .Student R~ntals and
' ,..

--

Snmm~r ,Kenta!S'i

lncludetft<·,
(All.'Utilities
.
._ .

.

'

~

-:·ACCOMM ODATION S '

....,,

.-_

.

-

and

double occupancy ·rooms.
Single
-Electric heat wi_th ind.iv:idual therlnostats. Wall tQ vvaH ~rpeting.
• - - All rooms cornpJetely fumisqed._
R~frigeratori stove, and sirik in ea~ roorr,
·
·T-elept,ioo~ and television- jack$ ,
.TVCable available. _.
-~arking available. Laundromat. ·
· _ _ Lounge area. Year~round Patio.

·The ~trattord House and the Str~fford .Manor are, located-in th·e heart' of Durham, -NH with all ·the ,facilities of the
, Uniyersity of New Hampshire within wcilkin~ distance·.

Rental 0ffice at
The ·Sttafford-ho~se --,

: 868,..2192 14,Strafford Ave,,

--_Durha~,· N~:,:
. ·-l

-~-4 -
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--S_E ABR·O OK-<contmued trom page 7)

GARFIELD

creditors -of the company. That
could result in further
t'ateshock. And tbat according
to that Republican lawmaker,
will leave the bankruptq; twins with no one to blarne who can
ta kc the rap.
Meanwhil~ Senator Lessard
confircd there arc tumors that
Bccht~II · Corp. might bu, Sc,1broo-~ rrom PSN H. "As
·· understand it." the senator
- \- ;aid , '"PSNH approached ·
Bcchtcll to sec if t·hcy were
intcr~stcd in buying · Seabrook."
.
_
.
Hut as Mills sai·a, "it may be
difficult to even' give awa>:
Seabrook." _And· wit"h the
bankruptcy deadline P-SN H set
_ it:-;clf fo:,;t µ fJp i"oachi11g (anothe r
nine days remain), and-work on
unjts one and two halted as well
as dividend . payment p<)stp◊ned; the time is running out,
everyone is agreed .

By JIM DAVIS
COilr<I

HEV! WE'RE-GETTINu HUNGRY
0ACK HE.RE IN THI_
R lt·CLA55 !
WHAT'5 TO E.AT?! ,.,.-- - - - - - -

I

0

B.c.·

".BY J_OHNNY HART .
.. . WHeN ·ARE:~ (!;01N<::, To G,OP

f\JNl5H1NG y'ctJ~L-f LJl<61t1]G P .

flJFF

PUFF

Heart.
Healthy
Recipe

· t'VFf

© N•- O,- Chicago, Inc,. 1114

4~ ......- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~

WEET;.AND-SOUR PORK

:By JEFF MACNELLY

SHOE

½ pounds lean pork loin
tablesp9ons oil
20-ounce can pineapple chunk
with juice
½ cup water,, .
1/3 cup vinegar
¼ cup brow.;,.f_ f sugar ~-S'k .
2 tablespoons cornstarch
-1 tablespoon soy sauce
¾ cup thinly sliced green pepper
½ cup thinly sliced onion
Trim all visible fat from the pork
loin ~md cut meat into thin strips.
Heat the oil in a skillet and brown
.he meat strips. Remove the meat .
and set aside. Drain the pineapple
and combine the pineapple juice

NO... E.6TtMATED
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with the.water, vinegar, brown sugar

_WORD SEARCH
I ·S U T S U A F R O T C O D E
9_A , A

N R E

N R A.M S

A ·L

I

S

cornstarch and soy sauce. _
Shake"in
a glass jar until well mixed.' Cook ·
weet-and-sour sauce in rn·e skillet
Uf")til clear and slig_htly thickened.
dd the meat and cook over low
eat for about 1 hour. About 5 mintes before serving, add the green
epper and_onion slices and the ·
pineapple chunks. Serve over_
steamed rice.
Yield: 6 servings
Approx. cal/serv.: 395 (or 495 witt)
½ cup rice)

BL·o o~M COUNTY
By ~E_R KE _BREATHED
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Heart Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Edition of the American Heart Association
Cookbook. Copyright © 1973, 1975, 1979 by
the ·American Heart Association, Inc.

.
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American Heart
Association
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WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE

-K A E L B l l l

Can you find the hidden book classics?
ANIMAL FARM
AR.ROWSMITH
BABBITT
BLEAK HOUSE
BRAVE NEW WORLD
CANDIDE ·
DOCTOR FAUSTUS
. EMMA

ETHAN FROME
HARD TlMES
IVANHOE

LORD JIM
LORD OF THE FLIES
MOBY DICK
1984
OLIVER TWIST
OUR TOWN
. SILAS MARNER
THE ILIAD
THE ODYSSEY
WALDEN
WAR AND PEACE .

WORD SEARCH answers page 22 --

IM AFKIIIV I

PON'f HAV6 ANY
€Ar?~ WHAT50€V€R.

\

YOU CAN SIT
01./T IN me H~U..

I\

~.O

RATS.
0
0

e,

·

diet
i~~tudy'
p1an
& SAS.E. to·
KLM Associates
Two Wint er Street_..

Sc1 lern , Ma. 01970
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Phil, Brad and Steve all set -out -to tune up their whiffle ball
_skills· for the, upcoming Sawyer marathon for charity this
·
weekend.(Scott -Young photo)

-· Duffy, Jay, ·chad, Vinny, J.F., _and

@ii

.

.

)'otl

~ --.
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TELEPHONE TAPE LINE

.fa---

a servic~ provi~ed by

Counseling & Testing Center
_

-

- and

--

Cool..:Aid, Inc. :
A Private Anonymous Resource

TAPES_ AVAILABLE
Anxiety and Possible Ways to
Cope with it... ....... 30

Depression qS a Life Style ..... 433

How to Deal with Depression ..432-

Becoming Independent from
Parents .............. 478

Eady Signs of 'an Alcohol
Problem ..... : ........ 160

How to Deal. with Loneliness ... 32

- _Self 11.ssertiveness ..... .402
Standing Up _.for Yourself .. 10 -'-

How to Handle Fears ........... 33
· Building Self-Esteem and
Confidence ........... 35

Expressing Negative-Thoughts
and Feelings .. :..... ~ ..... 6

Coping with Stress .... 38

Female Homosexuality .......

Dat.i ng SkiUs ......·... 18

Female Sex Holes .......... 39
-·-

. Dealing with Anger ..... 8

-

1

Infatuation or Love .......... 70

'

-

' Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Male Hom,osexuality ............. 21

Types of lntimacy ........... 3

Male Sex Roles.'.. :........... .40

Understanding Jealousy and How
to Deal with it ............. 9

-- ··· - -· --

Fighting Constru,ctively ...-.. 5 ·

Relaxation Exercises ........... 37
. The Value and Use of Self-Talk .. 36

Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent .. : ...-.......... 479

Friendship Building ... : ..... 1

-Responding· to Suicidal Feelings
of Others .................... 492

Helping a Friend .... ,...... 90

Death and Dying ........ 84

How to Cope with a Broken
·
· Relationship .......... 83

Dealing with Constructive
Criticism .............. 7

.

·- --- - --- ---

29

Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ................ 71

-

-

What is Counseling and how to
Use it.. ................._;61 .
What is Depression .... .... 431

~

.

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00:...12:00p.m. ctnd1a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wish to hear by name .and .number. The 'tapes run ,about 6 minute};. If you have any-questions, "
..___ _ _ _ _ don't hang up when the tape is over,· a'nd a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line. _ _ _ _...,._ _ _ _ __
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,. _ ..., ·- --------....-----TAYL OR--------.........._ _P0SIII0D ·auallable tor male ·- .-

- at ·Farrlnaton's Hotel
-sµ-~mer work:'; :

heart'~ sh~ p e d a pp I e ,· the equ.ipnie·n·t d ·e alers. apple .
Taylor encouraged students
. Delicious-variety."
·producers, flower growers, ~nd to explore the life sciences for
Taylor, dressed in a grey suit; . the Agricultural Exten~1on. ca rccr cho_ices.
said Washington state, whe{e ' Taylor said people came from
the Delicious apple is grown, all over the state and :were
"A lot of people who
has a more effective marketing
amazed to. see the variety ma:jured in other things wished
system Jhan New Hampshire.
the5·'d been in agriculture .
: of'the state's products.
"Washington Sta't e is cutting
"We showed people the now. "he said, "Farming looks
• An excellent opportunity for Hotel Majors ·
into ·,·our market even though quality of the g9ods th~t the pretty good af~er four \'ears in
For more info contact ~anie Warren 2-1589
the ' " Ddicious tastes ' like it is state offers, but if our quality is some m_~ na_~ enal pro~rams."
coated iith shellac, ,,.. he said.
SUQ:-p,ar the best ' promotion in
l\l CALL ·awAl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I■ Another example of po·or the'' world won't help," he said. .. Taylor. is qne who returned
. marketing Taylor pointed out
'
.
,;t:.t:J
other . prob I em NH to agriculture from otherfields.
New England's lamb consump- agriculture fac~s, Taylor said, He was raised on a farm,
· ·
·4.:
. tio.n, the highest of any area in is zoning laws.
:majored in· government he_re
the nation. Yet almost all the .
"We · have ~.planning and: :and worked as a journalist
lamb eaten comes from Idaho. zoning laws with the idea of I before re_jurning to agrkultu_r.~:
- ·
and near!:-,: none . is native , Savirlg farm la.nd, J'et n1an); of · ·
· ; -~ - ·--- · -·_ these laws have resulte·d in the ;
_
grown.
· To improve the state's large scale loss of prirne farm ·
knowledge ·or its own land," Taylor said. ··We've got
agriculture Taylor's office to get the developers to start
rece_ntl~1 held l;l free agricultural using less desirable land for
. ex_.i ~ition, featuring booths by _ housing."
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Friday, April 27
7:00 pm
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Durham, NH
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CLASSIFIED·
\_~_-___
A_p_a_r_tm
_ _en_ts_f_o_r_R_e_
nt__ [.

I

Fall semester rooms available for male
students enly . (Strafford Ave., Durham)·
Doubles or triples with 15 meals per
week. Also included is free parking, cable
T.V, Quiet atmosphere for studying, and
living room area. $1140.00 per semester
Opt.ion for spring semester renewal
possible. Call 868-9859 or 862-1306 ask
for Pete. · Keep trying _
·
'
Rooms for rent for the summer. $22 per
week double. $27 per week single at AGR.
Call 868-9859 or 862-1306 ask for Ken or
Kevin.
Summer sublet! One bedroom apt. $_250
per month-includes everything. Available
from campus .
on Madbury Rd. Call 868-5445. -

.Jun <> -Aug . walking di!?tance

Beautiful, 3 bedroom, 2 story house· in
Durham still avai lable for SUMMER
SUBLET . Includes; washer, · dryer,
dishwasher, garbage disposal. Open _for
2-4 females, price negotiable. Call 868 2845 or stop by 19A Main St (behind Red
Towers).
·

l.~.

~l~llf[

~He
lp~Wan~ted

SUMMER WORK Work out west.
Nationwide Sales & Business
Management program. So.uthwestern Co.
Interviews today (4 / 24): MUB Hanover
_Room. 415 and p:15 p.m.
Live-In babysitter for am i'a ble 20 month
old for school year - · faculty member
home - Madbury Rd. - 28 hours 'per
week in exchange for free room and
board , Call 868-5669

Su.mmer Jobs! Ex clusive o·rgan1c ·
cosmetic line Looking for dynamic and
energe\ic inc,lividuals -to sell the "magic"
of Aloe. Unlimited earning potentials . Set
own hours and create own sales territory .
Call .for· interview. Betty Yqrk . 749 -5139 .

Sa-ye r Hall"s 6.th Annual Wiffl eball
"INTERESTED IN ETH NIC FASHIONS???
Marathon is being held fo r 72 h 9 0rs ttiis
COME SEE THE INTERNAT I ONAL
weekend. support us with money or stoµ
FASHl·ON ·- SHOW AT THE INTERby .
·
NATIONAL FIESTA, COM!= JOIN US ON
WORK STUDY OPPORTUNITIES _ · 1
FRIDAY APRIL 27th SMITH HALL 11-5
position available Summer - '84 - PM
.
International Students . Office. General
Hey, residents of-pick one-La Grange, the
office work · and assistanc e with
gymnasium, the ·starlite Ballroom,. the
internationalprograms Good typing skill_s
Paradox Lounge--yeal'l, you! One party
required. 10-15 hours per week . Apµly
per we'ek is never enough. We've only got
IMMEDIATELY AT: triternational
four weeks (th ree weekends) left as the
Students office ·omce, Huddleston hall ,
best: bunch beer drinkers & hell raisers I
862-2030 or 862-2050
ever knowed . Then, A & J are off to where
Honda Motorcycle CM 400T 1980 !Vfint
the sun shine·s, while R & 1\/1 are stuck
Kathy, Not too bad about Brown, Eh? At
condition stored inside . -7500 miles, one
'teast we'll be in the same country, next ·._ where . the SNOW blows. So lets blow ,
loving owner, comstar wheels, rack, dual
some snow, ladies, ·cause life's too shortyear . Miss yoLi ·like·crazy and t hink about
seat, teardrop tank, 2- cylinder. $850 or
you all the time, talk to you Thursday. _
-and we 're rn·aking-it shorter all the time
best offer. Call Jeanne 862-1310 ·days, ·
_ Love, Jat11 ie S.
·
·
L_U_V_Y_A_....,U,,.,t-o.,,.p=i=a,,,,
.
Jeanne or Dave' 659-5811 ,

~_,:O-,_•-=-lf§l

\I_ _

~ =,..,,,..,~.,.,.,..~----

1969 Saab 96, V-4 .· Good mech
condition, solid body, no rust. Radials,
new exhaust and clutch
Well
m 11 int r1 ini;,d. $ 760 ./131 . 6102

Sawayer Hall·s 6th Annual Wiffleball
Maraghon is being held for 72 hours this
weekend . Supo·rt us with money or stop
-_ b 1,

•

WANT TO EXPERIENCE SOMETHING
UNUSWAL? A FRENCH CAFE? NOT IN
PARIS BUT AT THE SMITH HALL FRONT
LAWN, COME JOIN US AT THE
- INTERNATIONAL FIESTA, FRIDAY, APRI L
27 ' 1 1 - 5 p M : '
..

COUNCIL TRAVEL 1 . CIEEF~r- lnt"I
1.979 Toyota Corolla, 2-dr, 74,000 miles.
Summer Position
Ga r den.er, ·· Needs a .transmissin. $700. Portsmouth.
Studeni ID, Budget Air Fares, USA flights,
Free room and board "in exch 9 nge for
groundskeeper wanted to maintain and
Hannah 431-5270 (work) 439-4070 . Europe Charters , Youth Hoste.I
M-M-MORGAN-NA-NA. ..
babysitting amiablEt 20 month old 28
(home)
·
develop historic gardens wi t hin Shaker
-Membership, Eurail pass, Work a nd Study
To the girl in Webster House w ith the.new
hours a week. Beginning fall of '84.
Village, an oµen-air and historic house
abroad , and much m.ore ! -_FREE
d.d
k
h N h
h b
·Holland kC3ayelle 10 spd; Brooks Leather
faculty home. Walking distance to.
CATALOG-Call. 266-1926 ·cir drop_by- our
perm , .yow- nowt at . at an t e ear .
museum . Send resume and - salary
seat , toe straps, needs 2 tires and one
loves to JellyBeans and right now he sure
campus. Call 868-5669.
. resiuirements and identify special
new offi.ce 729 Boylston , St. . 2nd Fl.,
could use soine.
·
sprocket. Best offer ~ee Lyridon, Parsons
'
Boston, Ma 02116
Summer sublet Newmarket. Large 3 ·•interests to Richard Kathmann, Director,
209.
•
Shaker Vilage. Inc , Canterbury, N.H .
CC. Just thought I would ·remind you of ·
bedroom apartment righton K~Van route.
WE HAVE TJ;E LOWEST AIRFARES TO
the fun times. Newberrys, Reeces, diets
1979 Triumph Bonneville"Special; 750cc.
Contact George; Rod, Holmzie a_t 868·- · 03224
EUROPE AND ACROSS AMERICA! FOR
and exercise, AnSc, Space out moods, par
Lester Mags, Avon Steel Belteo Radials.
9826.Up to 4 persons. Rent negptiable.
CHILD CARE, Part or full time, now or
FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE TO:
de deux, 9,000 cal. muffin (w / accent) and
Only- 3,800 miles. Sacrafice. Asking
summer. Several positions avail 9 ble in .. $1,600 - Call Gary at 659-6277
Summer sublet! Two apts. available. on
CAMPUS· TRAVEL-BOX 1.1 387 ST.
many more · 1•m so glad I ventured into
Seacoast area pr ivate -homes. Experience
- Main St. in Durham . Each apt. holds two
: LOUIS, MO. 63105.
you r room Also do your dishes break?
· "Bia.ck Beauty": 198 1 Suzuki Motorcycle .
.and dependabilit_y necessary. Also
peop·le at $ 150 00/each. Ho·t water
Alia.
.
.
INTERESTED IN UNIQUE MUSIC?? COME
Good condition. Best offer. Call 1-436accepting registrations· for home health
included. Available after finals untjl
LISTEN TO ENCHANTING WORLD MUSIC
MAP _ Happy B: day! This semester
5886 after 6 p.m . & ask for Chip. ,.
· schoot opening. Call Laura at 868-5815 · care, housekeeping, "house-si loing-", and
certainly has been filled with fun
yard and garden rilaintenance positions. . ·79 Subaru DL Wagon, 30 MPG, Front . BY DO'A AT THE INTERNATIONAL
or Gi_n o at 868-2295.
FIESTA. COME JOIN US ON FRIDAY
moments ranging -from bad TV reception
Call He.Ip-at-Home placement SErvice, - wheel drive, 5 speed, Reg . Gas, 59,000
Wanted - 2-3 bedroom ap.t. or house to 1 749 -6252
APRIL 27th, SMITH HALL 11-5 PM
to running for buses and missing the end ,
miles; Good conditidn $229,5.0b 868rent in Lee, Durham or Madbury for a
Info-sex
sounds
great
to
me,
how
bout
·
.
of
movies. By the way db you have. any
1558.
'
f\lEEDED Personal Care Attendant (PCA)
small family - no pets. Please call Susan
_you, Bren? We'll b~ there next Monday,
Noxzema, I seem to have this rash. Thanx
12-20 hours per week to assist young
at 659-3196
For Sale: rvjotobecane Mirage . Excellent
Mr info-man, y0u know the time . I'm · for tolerating me and have a great 8-day
man phys_ically dis-abled in auto accident,
condition. 10 speed with racing _cluster .
· Furnished single rooms jwith baths
really looking forward to it, who else will
c_e_le_b_r_a_t_io_
·n_!_A_l_ia_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
but determined ·10 attain independence
Call 2-1020 Daytime or 742-1985 Nights
available for female s_tudents only.
-·join us though? I'm not sure that you can · HEY, DALE; you know aboutthose things
and is porsuing engineering degree at
and ask for Rich
Available for 1984 -85 academi-c year,
handle us!
·
they talk about on WUNH early Sunday ·
UNH . Duti·es include help with personal
private entrance . Ten minute walk from TMotorcycle Honda CB200T. Low miles,
care and hygiene, household chores,
CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET/ In Dover, 3 _morning? I've hea rd some people get
Hall. $800 to $950 per semester,
new tires and clutch. Fun, economical,
shoppi·ng, meal planning and preparation .
rooms, $300 / month. Call 749-6880
blown away sometimes. 6-9 a .m. on
including utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4
great.women·s bike . Must sell . $275. Call
Desirable environment in home with
evenmgs.
Sundays is pretty big time on the Waves,
p.m
862
:
1802
or
436-7201
Val
modern ·corfveniences including AC and
To t h e single professional woman " for
don't you th in~?
Summe.r Sublet, Dover on -kari-Van route
dishwasher Near downtown .Exeter.
For Sale One pai r Women's boots. All
whom I lust but who refuses to satisfy my
Applicant must be responsible, energetic,
three bedroom, kitch.en, living room and
leather, burgandy, (black 3" heel), side
natural passion for romance: Happy
bath. $300 / mo. inclL1des heat- and
caring and motivated. Details and salary. zipper, size 81// . Condition : Excellent,
Come to t he MUSO spring photo show .
Birthday!
will be discussed at interview. Telephone
Thursday and Friday, April 26 and 27 in
electricity Call 868 -9777 ask for Leslie or
worn approx. 5 times . Why am I selling?
New
Hampshire
~taff:
the
..
end
of
year"·
is
.
,
Janet or 868-9726 ask for Carolyn.
(603) 772 -6168 .
the
Carroll-Belknap room of the MUB . See
Wa'<> .given similar pair. Call 868 -7347
commg ..
some of the best ·work -by student
Mon & Fri 12 -5:00 p.m. Tues & Thurs. 12Fall Option - Summer Sublet, exclusive _ ROOMMATE WANTED- By a family of 3,
photographers.
.
2 00 i, m Final Sale.
Cheap Summer Sublet!! In Dov er ; 3 Durham apt. seconds from campus,
yo·ur own room in a _
5 room house, close to
roorns, $300 / month . Call 749-6880
totally furnished, two people, very large
downtown Exeter. No smokers, ~eavy
SEE THE GLORY OF JAPAN, AT ASLIDE
ALPINE #7151 Cassette Deck, AM / FM
ei:enmgs .
drinkers, or drug users. $225 ·per month · Car -stereo system with ALPINE _spea_kers.
SHOW PUT UP BY THE JAPANESE CLUB -.
apt. in excellent location, rent negot. call
86-B - 1880.ce.1,e_
~ •>:<' ""'7 .,,.--: ;~- -"'r inc-ludes -re nt-, eleot-ri eity, and10,.a-?i G-phor:ie ..,
AT THE IN TERNATIONAL FIESTA, COME 1
H-arnll y use€1-,,~S20.Q...Q_o or b.@ (603) 778Visiting Professor teaching at University
JOIN
US ON FRIDAY APRIL 27th SMITH
7257. Ask for-Gordon or (603) 868-2833.
Cape Cod summer _ Hyann is _ Town or
charge, use_· of whole house & warm
for' three weeks this summe r seeks home
HALL 11-5 PM
beach / GALS_ stop here you've found it_
friendly family. ($325 1f two 111 one room).
in which to live . Two adults orily Cdll 924CHEVETTE
HATCHBACK
FOR
SALE:
2_
2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
alone or with friends (2 / room) with own . C_a_l_l_7 _7_2_-2
_3_
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY CINDY Make it a
7280.
1976, 87 ;000 miles.: Body in good shape;
g6od one you can finally use your own I.D.
fridge and kitchen privileges use of cable · Wanted .,.: 2 female roommates needed
engine needs some work. AM / FM
Maureen - I want you . I ,ieed you .
Have a drink on us. Dawn, Diane, Judi,
TV. Apts, cottages $50.00 and up weekly .
for Dover aµartment . 2 single bedrooms
cassette. Great all purpose economi~al _·
Sue and Marcy - It 'was fun Thurs0ay - Chris ano__Jen· _____ ____________ __ ..
Season only. College atmosphere. 1- 778available in 4 bedroom aµa(t. Kitche·n,
car . $1,000 or Bests Offer . Caroline 868night, even if we did all pass out! Let's do ·
1 l -58 or 1: 729-0905.
living room, study area. On karivan route.
1522.
it again real soon, ok? Love ya - Ellen and
All
utilities
included.
Available
June
DURHAM: Need an apartment next year?
For- Sale: 1973 Dodge Cornet, new
ATTENTION FC COUNSELORS - Not only 1
Brenda .
May $ 169. 50 / month
You 've foun·d it! Loohng for one or two
battery, exhaust System , ·fi- ont shocks,
do we have ·a supercalif.ragilisticexpial-Marc- Y0t.i can't handle the stuff like the
roomates to share comfortable Webster
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS The TASK
and water pump w. / A / C. Asking $400.
idocious meeting this Wednesdayu , but
·
·
rest
of
y0ur
family
can!!
Sleeping
for
three
Center is taking applicatins for the
House apartment for next school year.
Call 868-1460, ask for John
·
you shall -be treated to AREA II, SUNDAY
_days_; really! Didn't your parents teach you
positions of Tutor / Counselor to work 6 Call 868-2815 for details . Ask for Alice or
APRIL 29th AT 6 PM. BE PROMPT.
1976-BMW-2002. Sunroof, good
right? I guess not!
Brook.
1 0 homs / week for '84- '85. Sop"h. or Jr.
congrats Area I on a fine job done! Goo!
condition. No engine-. 868-1828.
standing . You will be trained. $3 75Scotty- .Are you afraid of- the word _ luck Hunter, Sally, Sue.Susan, Sharlene,
Avoid crowded beaches-Relax in Berwick
$4.
75
/
hr.
_
C
all
2-3.
6
98
or
stop
by
for
an
1979_
Chev.
Longbed
Van.
Customiied,
:
s·NAKE too? I hope you don·t go after us
Mike, Jim, and Peter!
ME May -Oct. Neat, attractive 2 bedroom
aµµlication before May 5 STOKE 35D
sink, frig., tab.le, bed S5200 or 8 .0. Call
with . a butcher knife for mentioning this!
cape . Sunporch, large yarp, pool a-nd
Tuesday April 24 "Straight Answers to
·
" NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP" : (Ma.ss ) · 942 8955 Eves. Ask for Jennifer .
garden. Frunished or unfurnished; price
Bill- Bring all your friends -wt.1en you
.Gay Issues" 8 p.m. Senate/ Merrimack
depending . Call mornings : 6§8-5811
Cou n se !or Pqs it i_ons for Program
1972 Super Be;tle, Reliable- . and
return my sweatshirt,. and. we·11 rnake a
Rm MUB. If homosexuality makes you
Spec
ialists:
Baseball,
Canoeing.
,
Cycling,
Economical
transportation.
$425
or
best
spontaneous
p:a
rty
out
of
it,
remember
uneasy, come learn from gay, lesbianand
Furnished single rooms with baths
S a iling, Swimming,. Tennis, and
offer. 749-4521. After 9 pm.
·
those? They were a blast. I coul-cl go for
straight people. Understanding helps us
available for female students only.
Wair,rskiing , Arts and crafts , Comµuters,
one soori too! Love your ghetto budclies.
respect on another.
Available for 1984-85 academic year.
Drnma / Music, Photograµhy, Overnight
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from TL.B. - Tomorrow is you r special day. COME CELEBRATE THEWO-RlD AT THE .
Camping , Woodworking . Send details,
H all. $800 to $950 per semester.,
YEAH-!! !! HAPPY 23rd BIRTHDAY!!!!!
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA! FRIDAY 27th
references - Camp Mah -Kee-Nae, 190
i_ncluding utilities . Call 868 -2217 after 4
APRIL 11-5 PM, RAIN OH SHINE. SMITH . Hope it's a great one! Yes i did remember .,
• Linden Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
p.rn .
Jo put a persona-I in for you this semester. _<
HALL FRONT LAWNS. COME SEE
SUMMER
JOBS
MAYHEW
needs
male
.I'm working on a few surprises too!! The
Summer Sublet-4 bedroom house. First
EXOTIC DANCING AND BREAKstaff for its sul'nm er program . Posit ions
CAR REPAIRS - done by qualified student.
big two three Lau can you believe it? Hope
Kari-Van stop on Dover Rd. 2 bathrooms:
DANCING LISTEN TO DO'A WORLD
are residential , 9 weeks; with · ·salary,
TLtne-ups , electrical, water pumps,
you 're psyched. Now do it no prob!! Have a
paneled basement . with bar, screened
MUS I C AND THE NOW SOUND
laundry.
Jo_
b
-QescrjptiJlS,
roon-i,
·board,
t1eads,
etc
.
Call
John
868
-5937
.
good one L.B . HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! Love
porch, huge yard, completely furnished.
EXPRESS . AN INTERNATIONAL
applications - RFD # 1, box 179, Briston
you sis!! T. (Beans wants to be included in
Call 742 -7150 in evenings Call 862FASHION SHO\/V AND ETHNIC FOODS .
TYPING,. WRITING, AND GRAPHIC
NH 03222 _or (603) 744-8494.
·
this also)
1323 during day Ask for JED.
COME
AND
HAVE
AN
EXPERIENCE!
D E S I G N by PE N NAG RAP H I C-S &
NH DWI Prevention Council has available
WRITING ASSOCIATES. Resumes,
Rooms_for rent for-the summer. $20 / wk
WE .HAVE THE LOWEST' AIRFARES TO
reports, charts, and graphs . 58 Ma-in · EUROPE AND ACROSS AMERICA! FOR
for double, $25 single. Call 868-9859 or · the foflowing work study positions for
COME CELEBRATE THE WORLD AT THE
sµring and summer . 1.) Ass istant to the
Street, Durham. .868-1025 . M-F 10-6. Up
86'2-1306 _and-ask for Ken or Kevan.
FREE . COLOR BROCHURE, WROTE TO
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA! FRIDAY- 27th
/ director / typing, wri-t ing , telephcine, filing,
' the stairs between Classic Cone and Red
CAMPUS
TRAVEL
BOX
11387
ST.
SUMMER SUBLET!!!!!!!!! Beautiful, new ' organization . . 2) Clerical 3 ) Research . Carpet
APRIL 11-5 PM., RAIN OR SHINE . SMITH -~
L_o_u_,s_._M_O_
· _-6_3_1_0_5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ HALLFRONT LAWNS. COME SEE
apartment located on Madbury Road i Assistan t (C drnµile, an'alyze and report on
1
Papers, resumes and letters , prepared . Come aboard the Spring Celebration ' EXOTIC DANCING AND BREAKgreat location. Rent negotiable. 2 spaces ; d.ata ' 4) Sales and .Mark'eting Manager for
professionally and quickly by 9 · to 5
available female - only. Contact Terri or
DANCING. LISTEN TO DO'A -WORLD
Cruis.e on the Viking Sun. _Don't miss the
distribution of non-alcoholic alternative
Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter,
Yvonne at 868- 7094.
last perforIT)ance of Stillwater Run Band. · MUSIC AND THE NOW SOUND
1 beverages.
Pay: range. -is S4.65 / hr
NH
(603)
772-9585.
EXPRESS.
--, AN fN,TERNATIONAL ,..
May
17th.
Free
Hors
D'ffuervres,
cash
depending 9n position and experience .
·surnmei- Sublet in the··JCoops for 4 or 5
FASHION SHOW AND ETHNIC FOODS.
bar. Tickets available at MUB ticket office
Contact Leo Spencer at 659 -5743.
. Doing research? Collecting books? Need a
pe_op le. C,all Linda or Cynt hia at 868-9812
COME AND HAVE AN EXPERIENCE!
only $ 14.95. _S eniors don't miss this !,:1st
book? Free out-of-print search service.
for more information.
Four positions availabale for summer at
bash!
Doug Robertson 749 -4335 .
FOR ' SALE :-? 198 1 KAWASAKI KZ 4411.
Wliite Mt. Family Carnpground· and
: Summer Sublet with · fall option, in
3, 100 miles, EX CELL EN T SHAPE.
ARE YOU A NbW SOUND . EXPRESS
Cottage complex . 1 )Ass istant Manager 2)
, D.J. Services- D.J. from . radio station
convenient Durham location . Modern
FAN??IF YOU ARE, COME LISTEN . TO
Beats the potsche 928 in t he¼ mile . New
Recreation director 3) Office attendant 4)
WGIR / Manchester to D .J . your next party
apartment for 1 or 2 people: $355 per
SOME MUSIC YOU'VE NEVER H ,:::ARD battery,- cove·r ; rear bar w ith bag. Asking
or school event Rates Reasonable ; month . Call 862-1362 days, ask for Robin. · General Maintenance person . Lodg·ing
$950. Call 868-1005 · mornings or
BEFORE AS THE NOW SOUND EXF-RESS
prnvided. A couµle would be ideal. Tel
negotiabl e. Call 749 -6709 weekday
4 Rooms in big house available in Dover. _ 659 -2790 for interview.
SHOW A NEW FACE
evenings. Keep t Fying.
evenings after _6 .Pm. Keep trying .
June to June lease. $ 135./ month plus
Come .aboard the Spring Celebration · P.A.S.B-W.B . inspection sticker ran out
""NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP" ~
heat., Off-stret parking . Near Kari -Van
Cruise on th e Viking Sun. Don't miss the • huh? Well what do you want done?
(Mass .) Coum,elor Positions for Prograrn
route . · Share living room, dining room,
last performance of Stillwater Run Band.
Specialists : Basketball, Cycling, Tennis,
kitchen and 3 bathroom. Call anyone at
May 17th . Free Hors D'Ouervres, cash ,
Canoeing, fishing, Kayaking, Sailing,
742 -0081 .
1
1
bar. Tickets available at MUB ticket office
Waterskiing ; Windsurfing, Archery, Arts
Cheap Summer Sublet!
Furnished jone bedroom apt., bunk beds . & Crafts, Comµuters·, Drama ; Music,
only $ 14 .95 . Seniors don't miss th is last",
one block from camµus in quiet home .
Electronics, Ham Radio, Overnight
bash
In
Dover,
3-room apt. for 2-2 ,
Seper ate entrance. Summer only. No pets
Camping, Video Taping . Good Salaries . Sawyer Hall's 6th Annual Wiffl eball
Marathon is being held for 72 hours ·this i .That p~rsonal was like, really, you know,
or smoking . Call Barbara alter 6p._m _868people, $300/ month.
Inquire : Camp Mah -Kee - r~ac, 190 Linden
weekend . Support us·with money or stop
groovy Michelle, but what did i.t mean? An
9660.
Avenue, Glen Ridge NJ 07028. Phone Call 749-6880 evenings. _
by
.
.
e_x_-N_E_.- . . - - - - , , - - ~ - - - - - - - (201) 429-8522 .
'
Summer Suble·t - Very large apartment for
0
SHARON M . HAPPY BIG 21 !! Even
two-great locatio·n - Downtown Durham JOBS IN ALASKA . saoo : 2000·111untlity!
though it was a holy day, hope you had
Main St.-AII utilities included-lots of
Parks, fisheries, resorts, oil industry an.cl
fun! Love, Carol & Lisa ..
·
storage sp.ace-1:1arking-ful1y furnished - - more! 1984 Surnmer Emµl.oyrnent Guide,
Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, an<I Nantucket have thousands of good
Rent $170 per month: negotiable. Call
emµloyer listings. $4.95 Alasco, box
"SECRETARY POSITON AVAILABLE ' · paying jobs available to students and teachers this summer. A .directory ·
Carolir,ie or Dot at 868--9820 or 2-1 .141 . . ' 30752, Seattle, WA 98103
Aµpli"cations are now being accepted for
listing these jobs by employer also includes complete housing irifo and job •
til t; Student Acti'vity _ Fee Council
Summer Sublet· 1 single bedroom
PAIH-- TIME, FULL TIME, SUMMER.
Secretary. The position will , star.t t·his
available in large downtown Durham
application forms. S ummer 1984 Directory ready no·w. For copy send
People wanted for construction -related
semester and continue through next ye_
ar.
apartment
Large kitchen with
work, including· painting, insulating,
$3.00 (includes 1st Class Postage and handling) to:
Requirements: 5-10 hrs. / week; Typing ,
dishwasher, washing mc;1chine, furnished
clean up, lifting, landscaping, etc. Call
CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
filing
;
minute-taking;
S3.50;
hr.;Flexible
living room, 1 ~1? baths and backyard .
964 -6284 and leave name and number.
hours. Applications available .
· Box 594, Room
Barnstable. MA 02630
Walking distance to UNH. S150.- mqnth
Seacoast area

_
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FALL HUMANITIES COURSES
_____________ _N_EW COURSE

,...

~~nded by The Undesignated Gifts Committee

T
0
Aristotle
. Hu MA 5 s 5:
t

l

Joan Rivers .

soecial. studies: -Wit: Its E11ce11ence.

Mount Holyoke College Philosophy Professo_r George Tovey looks at .wit and laughter in the
writings and utterances of philosophers, psychiatrists, politicians, poets, and stand-up comics.
Readings include great comedies, one-liners, limerjcks, and funny stories as well as articles on
neurophysiology of laughter and essays _on cognitive causes of laug-hter.
TR 3':40-5:00
Murkland 201

HUMA 650:

Humanitia.s and the Law

4 credits
Limited enrollment ·

Humanities courses For Fall _semester 1984
_·HUMANITIES 401
Professor Laurel· Ulrich, Coordinator
First clas$ meets Tat 2: 10 in HS 216
(after which room number changes)
After first class meet -on:
MW 2: 10-3:30 or TR 2: 10-3:30 .
(depending on module assignments)
4 credits ·

HUMANIT~ES 501 -• (01) Professor Charles Leighton
MWF 9:10-10:00, Pettee Hall 212
Tues 11:10-12:30, James 303 _
(02) Professor R. Alberto Casas
. MWF 10:10-11:00, Ham. Smith 225
Tues 11:10-12:30, James 303
4 credits

. HUMANITIES 595
Professor George Tovey
TR 3:40-5:00, : Murkland 201
4 credits

:A!_l interdisciplinary course examin.ing lawand justice
-from H~-e cities of ancient Greece to present,day cases
~before· the Supr.e meCourt.
·. Five-week moldules taught by: .
Professor Barbara Tove·y (Phiiosophy)
Professor Warren Brown (Political Science)
' Professor Drew Christie (Philosophy)" -

TR 2: 10-3:30
Parsons L103 :

HUMANITIES 650
Professor Barbara Tovey
Professor Warren Brown
Professor Drew Christie
. TR 2: 10-3:30, Parsons L 103
4 credits

INTRODUCTION TO HUMANIHES
Semester Theme:_· Fate and Freedom
Students choose one of four modules
in each of three five-week periods.
For details see course descriptjon
in Liberal Arts advising office or
Human•ities office, Murkland 19.

HUMANITIES: THI; ANCIENT ·WORLD
Appreciation pf literature, the arts, ·
and philosophy. Roots of Western
Civilization: Horner, Greek tragedy,
Plato, Aristotle, the Bible, Virgil.
Visit to Boston · museums. Tuesday
lecture series, with films and slides,
is .open to the public .

. WIT: ITS EXCELLENCE
A look at Wit and laughter in the writings and utterances of philosophers,
psychiatrists, politicians, poets, and
_:stand-up comics. Readings include
great comedies, one-liners, limericks,
and funny storie~ 'as well as articles
·_on neurophysiology of laughter and
essays on cognitive causes of
laughter.

HUMANITIES AND THE LAW An interdisciplinary CQurse consi·sting
of three modules examining law and
justice from the cities of ancient
.. Greece to present day cases before
· the Supreme Court.

4 credits
HUMANITIES 699

SENIOR PROJECT
Permission Required.

\

'
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Cycling team w -1• ns all three events at Yale
up

·,
· . of the field. Beck~, Herrin t~ok · cl1asi group in . hot- pursuit of ,
an incredible 50 seconds to i-nore leisurely ride fraternizing
pass the suffering Westminster with his partner-in-crash from
The UN H eye-ling team . fifth by \.vinning the field sprint the ·, leader. The· h-reak wa~ all
rider, fatigued by miles_ of solo Cornell.
continued its dominance over after some · last-lap jockeying for naught, however, as · a
time-trialing on the windy .
This · week marks the last
Eastern Collegiate Cycling by · for position. Liz Salter and Corn e -11 rider crashed
course·. Starrett, fearing . that ! da~-'s of training in final
sweeping all three events at Laurel · Erickson placed tenth negotiating a . difficult corner,
tbe p~c.k ias close- behind, preparation for the ChampionYal~ University\ this past and eleventh in the 25 women taking down Cloutman into the
simply blew by the dazed cyclist ships• at Penn State. UN H
weeke.nd. Greeted - by sunn~; field. Vicky Heathwood w~s hay 'bales. Starrett maneuvereq
to take first place by several _,. riders have proven themselves
skies and buffeted by testy forced to abandon after failing through the ·.wreckage
seconds. Starrett's birthday in th_e previous weeks of
headwinds, riders from twelve to negotiate a tricky cornet at unscathed as did the rest of the
v-i-ctor~-' completed a three-race competition, but there's still a
field which included . Chuck
teams pedaled over a highspeed.
sweep by UN H and sealed the mood · of anticipation as the
challengin_g 3.5_ ·n1i1e· c_:ii-~_uit.
· The Men's ""B" race was a!s.o Lawrence and Fred Dunn.
team title over Stonyb-rook and ; race approaches. Penn State,
The ·Yale ·course at East Rock won by UNH ridei-s. The tight
Late in the race Starrett
Cornell, avenging last week's th~ only tearn that has not been
Park featun~d a long switch- cornering and fast descent too.k attacked on _an uphill" section
second place finish.- · Chuck i seen -a t p_revious races, has been
back climb and a fa_st and its toll on· several ride'fs, but and left the field ·stunned. As he
Lawrence -lea out the . field . ·a traditional - power and their
treacherous descent wi~h •1;:ight San Diego exchange student '-- motored out of · sight. Dunn
sprint but he settle·d-· for 6th s,rength always seems to peak
hairpin , turns: · The ·wpmen's John Stallone _pulled ahead <)-n and · Lawreliee quickly moved
place, while Fred Dunn found for . their Championship race.
~~Q men's "B"races· co-v ered 28 the last lap to take first. place. to the- front to ~low the pace of
, miles, while the me~ 's ·~A" tean1 followed by Dou_g Tan·ner. Bob the , pack. and ·protect their , himself ·behind a slow wheel As defending champions Penn
motored over 45 miles on the Farr:C'll and Greg Dubit were tean1mate. Starrett's move was , and placed llrh. Mike State will hold a slight edge,
Cloutman, out or contention followed closely by UN H,
Europcan•Jlavorcd circuit. All also _active ,' in . the·,: pack, an - awesome display , of raw
after his rnis~ap, _!!li~y_ed a Stonybrook and Cornell. races featured aggt·essive riding finishing 6th and 14th, but t_he ' power. On the last lap he made
as UN H combined team tactics usually dependable - Carlos
~ with- superior bike-handling Alverez resigned after twC:)
skills to insure victory.
. minor crashes coming ,a-round
The wom.e·n's race . ·was hairpin turn~. StalloneO
's · . . ,.
·
controlled from start to finish ' victory ,- the .first of the season
· _by ·cindy . Mang~ne and Lisa for . the Catiforni'an, reflected ·
· had them if the race had been
In the third and final race of
.Qunderse.n. An early break- the depth and emerging talent . By Mary Penney
away r o 11 c d off · wi. th of the UN H "B" team.
Fridav's first home crew race
2000 meters," commented the day, two fours meed down .
Gul)dersen, ,,. Mangene, and
Dean Starrett pulled off the be.tween"' UNH and the Coast -rower--ForestRusselr- ·· .
the course, their times slower i
Kaki Siebert in tow. Becky • most stunning coup of tpe da:' . Guard lightweight men proved
In the novice race, the due the strong headwind-ancf
Herrin, Liz Salter, Vicky by winn-ig the men's "A" race to be too much of a battle for
lightweight men didn't do as smaller boat~ The UNH four
Heathwood, and Laurel on a daring solo break-away . . UN H, close as it was.
well, according to coach Doug was put together at·. the last ,
Erickson - ·established them- The early miles were once again According to ·Chris Allsopp,
Gardener. "They had a hard • minute, according to Aliso pp. '
selves in the pack, deflecting , _controlled !Ji St-onybrook's • head coach, there is more to" week of practice and were tired. In the first 500 meters of the ,· ·
any attempt to reel in the UNH Hewitt Thayer as he combined ' success than just winning the
We unde-restimated Coast course, Coast Guard had a
threesome. The only · serious with another . rider from battle.
Guard's strc;ngth, too.'·. ' ' . commanding lead, but the
t~rcat c~rn1c f!·_.om Stonybrook ~es~_~iinstser College. The pair
""When success in athletes is
Gardener said. ,
UN H · four ended · strong, ·
nder K nsten fcllen1, but as the - rolled up an impressive, but · measured in wins and losses,
"They held on for about 1000 finishingjust seventeen seconds ,
race developed Gundersen and not insurmountable 2:00 -it's always dis{:lppo,inting to
meters then •ran out of gas :..," : .. IJehind Coast Guard at 6:41.5. ,
·
_M~n¥,ene force~ the pace and minute ' gap on the peloton . . ~lose: ; however, we . demonGardener said. UN H finished _
1
lelt Fellenz gasp mg on the long Thayer was forced to withdraw
strated to ourselves that we are · at 5:58, ten seconds behhrd - There- will be a home race i
--~-!!!:!:1_~: - ~-~~_gc_!l_~: a_n~ Gunder-· due to a -flat tire, thus leaving racers and that we are 'capable Coast Guard. Accordi,ng to · _this -weekend against Tufts,
sen easily took first and second· t_he lone Westminster rider to · · of winning." Allsopp said.
· Gardener, !he men should do : Radcliffe aqd Boston Rowing'
place, while Kaki Siebert · battle th·e· stiff headwinds :
In the varsity lightweight · well aga_1nst Tufts this Club. The crews will begin
suffered a slight mishap., Meanwhile, UN H riders Dean
race, the meri raced stroke for
weekend .
' . r~~ing at 19-_~Q0_a_.n_1_. _ __
dropped off the break-away Starrett and Mike Cloutman
stroke for the first 1090 meters.
and"' finisrre·d· fourth, ~t ill' ahead found ·themselves i:n a-five-man ~~--!!.T--he opp-o-rtuni.t-y was-there-for
·
UNH to pull ahead and seafthe··
victod1," Aliso pp said, "but the
·men became physically tied up ,
and Coast Guard gained threequarters of a boat length lead."
'"At the 500 meter mark, the .
men responded · wel(" Allsopp .
said. '"They · had a quick, 1
: effective sprint, moving up on
, Coast Guard at s rapid pace,'\
said Allsopp. ·. Both boats .
Available at the· MUB:
appeared to fini'sh together. :
, There, was some confusion ;
*UNH Catering ..
according to -- Allsopp, butJ
*food ~ervice
Coast Guard was .. declared :
Winner with a time of 5:54 ..67. !
: UN H was tight t~ere, · too, I
1
~top
the MUB
finishing at 5:55.47, less than a 1
foot behin:d Coast Guard.
.._.Jack 'Hogan
-~we definite!~' would have .

By Mike Cloutman

Cr··e· ·w overcome by CoaSt Guard
to

1

1
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New Hampshire

~L~X-~OMEN~
( continued from page 27) .
-

courd get started~" ..
The lead ballooned to eleven
a·s U-N H got goals from Collins,
Gerbmini, Lear~1 and ' Suzie
Ha ynes in a stretch of seven
minutes.
""We are · getting a better
balanced offense and defense,"
said Didio. ""Things are coming ,
together at the right time," she ·
added.
M~uy Ellen Claffey, closed
. out the scor'ing at 20:2 I, with
the assist going .to Sally
Nickerson. · The UN H
netminders combined for 13
saves; wbile Brown's stop_ped
.21 . .
The vicMry raises UNH's
rec·brd to 7-2 and. marks their
thir~ victory in as many tries
agaimt -Ivy League teams Jfti.s
year. lhey _host Rhode Island
in their final home game of the ·
season ~ednesday at 3:30 .

..

.

A

Yo-u've WOrked Hard. 'for
Your _Degree . . . Now ·.
Let it -Work for Yo-u
You've put four years· of effort into earning your c·o llege _ degree. Now it's time for that . degree -to do
something f6r yol_!. Your degree can open the door to
one of the fine?t opportunities available . to . college
graduates-Air Force_Officer Training School. Complet-. ing this three-month course can put you into executive ·
positions right away·- You-'11 work with professional peo~ pie in challenging ,and rewarding career areas. If quali-fied and selected, you can . even enroll in graduate.
school at little or no cost to you. And the employment
package we offer is hard to beat ,Find out· how your
degree can go to work for you. Contact:
·
T Sgt Bill Kast . - 868-7266
Your AFROTC recruiter
is Captain Becker, 862-1480

A great way of life.

-e,,

I
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Lax-m en's late-c omeb ack _f9!led by Hens
.
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.third period, as they cut the
.
In a game which saw UNH . Delaware:l eacf -in halC Tom .
Arrix scored first. he was
shut out in the first half, and
then put o~ a charge late in .the . followed by Dan MacDowell,
then Barry Fraser made it 6-'-3, ".'
; game, Dela ware U_Diversity
defeated the UN H men's after three per_iods.
lacrosse team 8-5, - before a
UN H cut the lead to two in
supposedlv home crowd in
· the fourth as Steve Giatrelis
·
--.
New Canaan, CT.
continued his scoring - tear to
Delaware controlled the cut the lead to 6-4, but missed a
early going and set the tempo couple of sparkling opporturi- ··
for the game as they scoreq at ities that could have turned the .
.i
the :06 second mark of the fir'st . game in their favor.
.. In a crucial situation where
period. Delaware continued to
keep the pressure , on UNH we were ready to explode, we'd
goalie Tom Nickerson, coming ; get the opportunities and miss,•
up with two 'more goals in the • it's frustrating," added Garb.er. :
quarter to open up an ·e arly 3-0
I

By Chris Uri~k -

1e·act .

Doluwure

s cored

at

12:01 .

and 12:39 _to put the game out ,
of reach at 8-4, before Giatrelis
The second period saw
scored late to account for the 8Delaware expand its lead · to
si.X:, and hold UN H scoreless. . 5 final.
,,UNH, as has been the case in
The loss, UN H's thi.rd .
the previous two losses, was ,
· unable to capitalize on their straight , sets them b_ack to 2-6,
but with still a chance to win
i opportunities . _
the New England title _if they
_
.. We didn't play bad, they're _ can win their remaining New
a good team, ~enth in the · England contests. UN H plays a
must game tonight against
country . We had o.u r
Boston College, before
opportunities but we dropped
home Saturday to
returning
breaks
the
posts,
hit
and
balls
1
host Yale.
· didn)go ourway,"sp_oke UNH
.. We've rh1yed well, _if we had
head coach Ted Garber.
UNH's Peter Drummond(7) in action earlier this season-.-The lax-men were defeated by Delaware
;t_he_ -breaiss -it might have been
_ _ __
.
_
__ .:-._ ___ _
·uN 1=1. _c a~e out_strong in th_e l~e~erse9/ _com_n1ented Garbe~.:. Saturday 8-5.(Scott Young file photo)
1
----------- -=-------- ---=:...._- ------__-_
i -- - - r-

-~----_

----- ----- -----:BASEBALL---------------0

(co~t!nue~<J. from -pag; 28)

i hni ng for the . 'Ca (s. A
. score Shriner, but Rewucki was
Pohle singled off into right field to begi~ the- . scored Souc~'.
combination of four.errors, five
· In the third, it was Pohlc , out tr~/ing to stretch_ ii into a
_ the third-baseman) _glove. with sixth frame. Lowell changed
bases on ball, a wild pitch and
double .
: Foss staying at sec·o nd. Foss pitchers from Steve Gervais to . again who started it off with
five hits produced eleven runs.
Lowell rallied back with
• took third on-a wild pitch a,nd , Tim · Schmid. M im M.aster- :·srngle to left. With Pohle takiog
Nine u ri,ea rn_ed ,." Dennis
; scored when Po hie stole second a lex is sacrificed Rewucki to off for second, Soucy hit the three rums in the fourth. After
McCarthy started the inning
ball ih the vacated- slot of the one out, Stan J urk'oic, the
- · and the catcher's throw ·sailed 1 third.
ce n terfie Id. Soucy 's : -With the infield drawn in, shortshot who left to cover ' UNH starting pitcher; walked · but was replaced · by Steve
! _in to
: fielder's choice plated Pohle for · Tom Murphy hit a bouncer t_Q __:_second. Peach's sacrifice fly three strating batters. And Bob ' Salsman who removed for
Matt Dacey.
the shortstop, who couldn't moved both runners - along. Heidt'~ fielder's choice plated
·
a 12-3 final,._
_Dacey shut them out the rest
-handle it cleanly. His only play · Shriner then forced Polhe at one. Schmid popped up to ·the
of the way as UNH clawed
second-baseman, but he
w·a s to first as Rewucki raced home.
themselved back into the game .
· ' With Shriner at first and dropped it and both runners
home.
Down 11-7 in the sixth. Russ
._.__,S,teve· Rew'tick.i scored the
UN H jumped out to a 4-1. , Soucy at third ; the delay scored easily.
of UN H doubled down
Flint·
earned
1-2)
(
Wickham
Jay
ner
i
Shr_
on.
was
stealdouble
'
in
runs
of
pair
a
scoring
lead,
inning
winning r,u n in the sixth
the leftfield line to start it off.
-to give UN H a 5-4 victory over both the first and third. Three · took off to·ward second, got the victory, blanking the Chiefs
Pohle singled to right center.
Lowell in the nightcap. The consecutive singles by Walt · caught in a rundown long for the last -three frames.
In the opener UNH jumped Soucy fr'>llowed with a shut to
Chiefs defeated UN H 11-8 in Pohle, Bob Soucy and Bill enough to score Soucy.
right center. but the
Peach produced one run and ; Rewucki followed with a 1-iner out to a 2-0 lead ~With one out.
the opener.
ccnterfielder made a great
Rewucki blooped a ( double I Jon Gilbert's fielder's choice , down the right field line to Soucy walked -and · Shriner
doubled. An error -' by the diving catch to wipe out the
rally. UN H did score one run in · _leftfielder · allowed Soucy · to
. score. Rewucki singled up the the inning from Rewucki's
sacrifice fly. but the catch
middle scoring Shriner.
prevented a big inning.
Disaster struck in the second

; ,fOlli te.rritor),:

a

Lowell

1

Richte r estahli she-s ,
.a new _UNH record
---

.. .

--

..

qualified for the New En-glands .
The wind that hit the men's and the ECAC regional meets.
.. Conditions for the re-Iay· track team at the B.C. relays ·
did-n 't do the women's team any were terrible," said Aleshia ·
fayors, either. A fallen light Da~vis, '"but Lyn had a great
tower, indi-cative of the second leg going into the
· ·strength- of the wind, stopped wind."
the meet befote they could run _ .. M ichellc 's strong leg set me
- the 800m, the 4x800m or the up for the finish." said.
anchorwoman Diane Sp·illane,
4x400m relays.
~'The weather was affecting who only won the heat by a few
everyone," said head coach feet.
Pam Egan was sixth 1n the
Nanc~, Krueger, '"·e specially in ·.
the · I 00m high tiurdle-s , the five kilometer run with a time
200m and the 400m inter·m-e.:.- of·N -:-4·1.3. This time made her
diate hurdles as they were run . another qualifier for the EC AC
·
regional meet.
direct),, into the wind."
Two very good perfor··F reihman Sand;; Richter
e-s tablished another-new school mances were turned in by Marv
record in the javelin ·with a ' Ellen Rose and Eileen Hart i~
throw of ·132•0. The 4xl00m the 10.000m run. Rose, who is
relay team made up of Aleshia back from a stress fracture, ran
Davis, Lyn Burke. Michelle 37:37 .8 Jo_ qy-alify for · the
Cochran and Diane Spillane · ~C AC's while · Hart {lUali,fied ·
finished thi-rd in the event with for · the New Englands with a
Jen Loiselle(rigbt) in the TN meter bigb"hiirdles ·saturd.ay the B.C. Relays. This weekend the
a time of 49.9. They are · time -of 39:02.
.
_women _take pa1:rt in the Penn Rela_ys.(Bob Arsenault _photo)

-By Bob Arsenault ·
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Lax-wom e!} edge ·byBedfo rd, blast Brown
· Bedford---- ·
------ -

·Bro-w n _-

. By Steve Langev-in
By Steve Langevin
-The UNH lax-woman faced
Brown University didn't play
-an interesting challenge
UNH last ~1ear and probably
Saturday, going - against a
wishes it hadn't this season, as
Bedford College tearh f1 om
the UNH lax-women crushed
England that had disposed of
Brown . yesterday afternoon I 31.
.
all comers in their tour ·of the Unit~d States. However, the
'' An"time "OU hold a team to
lax-women ended that streak,
one go;! yo; know the defense .
dealing Bedford an 8-5 defeat
is doing a greatjob,"said UNH
in a w~ll-played game bj both
head coach Marisa Didio. "A
, teams.
gaµ1e like this is good because
- "The timing of this game was
everyone gets some experience
_perfect for us ." said UN H head
and we . can try different
· coach Marisa Didio. "What we
things.-"
were able to do today was goo.cl
The Wildcats jumped out to
for us."
an early lead when Amy Walsh
This game matched the onesco red the fi rst o f ht: r t WO fi rs1 ·
on-one Bectrord squad. against
half goals at · ;56 . UN H
the more team-oriented
controlled play for most of the
Wildcat -club, - that also
, half and gradually built up a
possesses some outstanding ·
comfortable lead. ·
· individuals. _
·
Laurie Leary score_d at 5:23
·B edford got on the board
and then Karen · Geromini ·
-early. on a goal just one minute ·
. combined with Sara Kittredge
into the game by Allison Smith.
; for a goal that brought the
· But UNH answered with four ·
! UN H lead to three. Following
goals in five minutes, all
I another goal, Leary - and
coming off free positions.
Kittredge's twenty~seventh of
Captain Laurie Leary netted
the . season, .Walsh took a pass
the first two at 4:J 2 and 6:23
· from Kittredge, dodged a
re s p e ct i v e I j' , t o p Li t t h e
Brown defender and fired .
Wildcats on top to stay. Also
· ' home a shot. Leary then
capitalizing -on free . positions ,
•
•
.
•
•
·
notched her third goal of the
were fr es h n, en .. K a re n [ Captam Laurie Leary(l6) defendmg agamst an _opponent. The WIidcats defeated both Bedford
half at 16:47 to close out the .
Gero mini a n-d - Pa u Ii n e : College of England and ~~~~n.(~!ank .Cons~nt~no phot~)
scoring for the half.
Collins .. bringing the score to 4- . ·b-frn.ight Bedford within 4-2 at . U l'fH ;s--f'irst half goalie Robin
Bishop tallied . her second :
The second half followed the .
I in UN H's favor. 9:09 into the · 11:19. ·while UN H's Sara : Balducci to make onJ, , two goal of the game for Bedford at - pattern of the first half, as again
game .
.
Kittredge countered with an · saves, they made second half 22:51, but it was a case of t_o o
UN H scored in the first minute,
"We p_layed under college end-to-end solo -rush. finished goalie Deb Cra·m come up with . little too late. as UN H beld on
this time on a goal by
rules instead of the inter- off with a high shot past . ten stops.
· for a well -earned 8-5 victory. , Geromini. However; Brown •
·. national rules that the Bedford Bedford goalie Rachel
The fact that UN H outshot ~ finally, broke into the scoring
team is used to." said Didio. Hadcock . Bedford's Liz
Louise Preston put pressure Bedford by onl~' 21 to 17 , shows · column at 7:26, when a shot by
"Some of their violations that Jeavons and UN H's Kittredge on the Wildcats with a- goal at the closeness of the game. ·
B~cker eluded UN H's goalie
gave us free positions wouldn't ti-aded goals, before Collins- 6:57. cutting the gap to 7-4. The
Deb Cram. Cram had replaced
have b·e cn caHed under closed out -the scorii;i,g foi: the scor.e remained unchanged for
.;We . played really we.II . starter Robin Balducci at the .
international rules. -Some of first half. She cut in from the almost twelve minutes, as both against a good team." said
sta·rt of the -second half. That
ours. wouldn't have been called left side and fired home a shot goalies made several nice saves. Dido. "Our defense did a nice- was one of the few times that
either," sbe added.
at 20:57 to give the Wildcats a Collins then completed her hat job. l · think our zone confused
Brown had been able to .
, Some of the strong 7-3 lead.
trick with an important goal at them soine, because they are· penetrate· ·the solid . Wildcat
individual plaj-' ers began to : Bedford came out stronger in 18: 16. that gave the Wildcats , used to playing against man-to- defense.
shine at this point as L:_iz Bishop the_second half. as after forcing some breathing room.
· iman."
·
'"Our defense has been
playing really well lately," said
Didio. ··sandy Yander- Heyden
played very well toda~\
·intercepting a lot of passes and
By Steve Langevin ·
Maine closed to within one.run . ' Providence College Tuesday a game that was originally- stopping their offense before i~ _
The , UN H women 's softball
Then came the fateful sixth before wrapping up their : scheduled to be played at
team dropped their second
inning which saw Maine score : season at U Mass -Thursday, in . UN H. .
L~X-WOMEN, e!l_g_e 2f ' game to Maine in a week, bu(
the tying and eventual winning
Saturday they gave the Black
runs . Szostak and Jane Hamel
Bears all they could handle
each knocked in a run with a
before falling 7-6 .
- single ana Maine still had the ;
Despite a powerful wind that r bases loaded with only one out,
caused freezing temperatures
with · a chance · to get some
and sand _squalls. the Wildcats
insurance runs. Howeyer,
he.Id a 6-4 lead after .two
UN H leftfielder Wentrup had
innings.
different ideas, as she caught a
After Maine scored a run in
flyball from the - bat of Sue ,
the top of the first inning; when
Goulet in medium deep left
· Jane Hamel singled in her sister
fidd and gunned out Jean ··
Jean, the Wildcats bounced
Hamel at the plate, completing .
back with three of their own in
an in'n ing-ending doubleplay.
the bottom· half. Heidi
WentrJ:ip opened .with a single,
· The UN H defense helped ·,
· followed by a walk to Julie
keep Maine off th~ board in the
. Jones, M1hich put runners at
top of the seventh inning, with ·
first and second . Aft~r Mary
third baseman Caren Levesque j:
Conroy loaded the bases with a
and Wentrup making tough
bunt single, clean-up hitter Lisa
catches.
Agrafiotis slashed a single that
scored. Wentrup and Jones.
Thing-s looked dim for UNH i
Following a pop-out, Conro~-'
in the bottom of the seventh as
scored ·on a- sacrifice_ bunt by " the first two batters were
' Grace Willis .
. retired, . but witli the Wildcat
Maine came back to regain
bench cheering her on, Willis
the lead with three runs in the
hit a hard grounder that the
second. keyed by a two- run
Black Bear shortstop could_n't.
sin_gle by Jean Hamel. However
make the play on. Levesque
the Wildcats used an RBI single
followed with a si-ngle, placing ,
from Como~• and a couple of _runners at first and second. The
e'rrors bj1 Maine to go back on
next batter Mimi Minechello
top 6-4.
fouled off sev~ral tough pitches
The two pitchers. · UN H's
before grnunding out to the
Terrv Lavin and Maine's
pitcher Betz, -to end the· game.·
reliever Clairs Betz, settled . , The loss drops UN H's record
down and both tearns were he@-- . to 3-9 ,· while; Maine i~ n_o w IO- -Thirdbaseman ·caren Levesque ta~ing 'a h¢3l~l;ly ~w~~g
pitch ~g~inst Maine Saturd•Y· UNH
sco re less until the fifth, when
13. Ti'le WiJdcats ira.vel to dropped a 7-6 decision t-o the Black lle~usr(ScpJt Yoµng_pbol 0} , , . ," .
, _ ,. , .
. -1

Late Maine rally topples softball .squad

I
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Baseball splits with Huskies .and Chiefs
Northeastern
By Stev~ Garabedian
UN H exploded for eight
runs in the first three innings in
the nightcap ,as they defeated
N ortheastern 12-3 to gain a
split in Saturday's doubleheader. The 'Ca ts lost the
opener 8-6 .
.
.
.
The weather was incredible.
With gale force winds blowing
out towards left field, routine
fly qalls became adventures for
the outfielder and nightmares
for the pitchers. This was such
the case in the later innings of ·
the opener.
,
In the sixth inning with the·
score tied at two, Northeastern ·
· came to bat. '.W ith a .runner on
first, Juan Craft hit a fly ball to
left and the _wind c:a rried it to
the fence · for a double. Paul .
Dipilio· followed with another'wind · hit to score b6th of them.
UN H rallied back in the
bottom of the sixth. -Tom
Murph~ reached base on a
throwing error by the second
baseman. Connor grounded a
ball to_. the shortshop. who
butchered it, sending Murphy
to third with Connor staying at
· first. Connor then stole second
base. John Foss' sacrifice
scored Murphy and moved
Connor to third. Walt Pohle
then crushed a pitch over the
centerficlder's head for a triple
and a 6-4 UN H lead. .
.
Only one out from victory,
disaster struck. Huskies' Dan
Spotts and Mike McGillis .hit
consecutive homeruns over the
1
leftfield fence to tie the score at
. 6 -6.
Save Scharf. obviously
<;haken from the outburst, hit
Craft and then an error by_ _·
second baseman M u·rphy put

,

1

/

Steve Rewucki at bat against Northeastern Sa_turday. The Wildcats won the ·nightcaps of doubleheaders against Northeastern and
Lowell.(Scott Young photo)
·
Doug Bergstein.
Bergstein walked horiie one
run and walked in another.
UN H went down in their half or 1
the seventh. Final score 8-6.
The Wjldcats came roaring
back iri the nightcap scoring
five runs in the first and three in
the third.
Pohlc started it off with a .
single to right and SQucy
followed with ·a baseh-it to left.
A wild pitch moved the runners ·

bcca .u sc he , failed _to tag thi .rd
base.
Peach then stole second and
Mike Shriner ~as hit by
pitch. Rewucki then beat out ·
an infield hit to load the bases.
Gilbert was beaned off the
helmet. which scdred Peach.
Connor followed with ~l bloop
single over second plating
Shriner and Rewucki.
Shriner lin.cd a base hit to left
to st:;irt the third frame: An
men at first and secorid. Scharf up. Peach 'hit a soft liner to error by the. first baseman on a
. hit ,the next batter, loading the · right scoring both runners, · ball hit by Rewucki placed men
bases. Scharf was replaced by ,however Sou~y was called out _on .· first and second. Gilbert

a'

singled up the n1iddle, and with fourth and one rnorc in the rii'tl1
the ball ' dying out in the befofr being replac ed b~ , Jay
outfidd grass both runners Wickham.
crossed home plate. Gilbert
UN H scored two ap i-cce in
took second on the throw hcrn1e the fourth and l'irth. In the
and . Connor followed with a fou,·th, a sacrifice fly h;~Shriner
base on halls. Foss n1oved the : and .Rewucki's R Bl single
runn-ers un with ~inot-her produced two.
sacrifice. A wild pitch scored
Foss started off the fifth with ·
Gilbert and UN H. had an 8 -0 a s·ingle . He tagged and went to
lead after three.
second on Scott Negrucci's pop
Dan Leach (4-1) blanked out to the third-baseman in
Northeastern for three innings .
However. he gave up two in the BASEBALL, pa2e ~6

Hinsc-h fourth in
hurdles at Relays

By Bob Arsenault
but was unable to compete iri
The men\ track team had the finals because a light tower
some solid performances downed . by the wind in the
despite cold weather and wind stadium's parking- lot result_e d
in the evacuation o( the track
at BC -On Saturday.
Paul Hinsch ran an excellent - and the cancellation of -all
race, winning his own heat or rema•ining events.
Although it was raining and
the 400m intermediate hurdles
col'd on Thursday, Todd
and placing fourth overall.
Jeremy King was fourth in Schw.endenmann took third in
the un seeded heat Qf the five · the javelin with a ·thtow of
kilometer nrn. His time of 202'4".
"We were throwing under
14:52 lJ ualified him for the
· Easterns and took 21 seconds TAC rules which means that·
off his previous best time for ' the javelin must land .p.o"intfii·st
distance .
or ·the thi·ow is disqualified.
·
·
'Td say my time is the result These rules hamper the
o f mor·e confidence and competitoi·s because a lot . of
inc fras ed strength , I've been throws are called a s fouls,"
running a:boul 50 to 75 miles Schwendenmann said. "David
pn .we e k a nd · ·my track W ells . T om L ictman and
w orkouts ha ve be e n iess m~::-;eif were up for this meet but
fr equ e nt an d or h igher lJUalit y . we 'll be readier ior Dartmouth
he added.
T his a ll crn·ed me to be le ss r u n on Sund:1~
do_w r:i ;:rnJ_ bct ~~r prep ared to
" l wa s· unhapp~- because the
rac e," K ing sa il , · ·
weathe1; hurt pe ()pk who were
The 4x I 00m rci.:n team
t r~ ing to qualify in .their events
c on s is t in !! of Anu i-c a nd
a nd l'm looking fo rward to
A rn o ld G.:;rro n , Ja nii e Wa lt ers
S unda y 's meet in H anover as
and Pa ul H in sc h wa s fifth with
a nother chance for th ()Se
_. a t ime of 43. 7s , Ar n o id Ga rron
Arnold G;rro~(right) in the high hurdles Saturday at the B.C. Relays. He finished second in a was also second in his semi- people ," said UN H coach Jim
final heat of the high _hurdles. , Boulanger.
· · semifinal heat.(Bob Arsenault photo)
,
1 ."
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